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The court would also have available a 2 level upward adjustment because the offense
described in the amendment commentary would involve obviously vulnerable victims ( §
3A1.1).
6.

Proposed Amendment number 7 - Fraud & Theft • The Commission invites
comment on whether certain guidelines (§ § 2B1.1, 2B1.2 and 2Fl.l) should be
amended to identify circumstances where upward departure may be appropriate to
take into account circumstances where loss does not fully capture the seriousness
of the offense. Proposed Amendment number 7 is related to number 6 and
suffers from similar defects.
a.

Cumulativeness

Most of the examples given in this proposed amendment often are covered
by existing provisions. For example:

•

A fraud offense which "caused particularly significant emotional trauma to
...one or more victims" will, at least in some cases, be covered by the
vulnerable victim adjustment (§3Al.l), which specifically refers to "mental
condition", and victims who were "particularly susceptible to the criminal
conduct".
An offense in which the defendant "consciously or recklessly endangered
the solvency of...one or more victims" most often will be covered by §
2Fl.l(b)(6) where the victim is a financial institution.

A fraud offense in which the defendant risked the health, bodily safety or
life of one or more victims is covered by § 2F1.1(b)(2)(B) (2 level increase
where more than 1 victim involved) and § 2F1.1(b)(4)(2 level increase, to a
minimum of 13, if the offense involved conscious or reckless risk of serious
bodily injury).
b.

Mens Rea
As discussed above in connection with Proposed Amendment number 6,

the examples given would authorize the court inappropriately to depart upward
based on wholly
and possibly unforeseeable, consequences.

•

•
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c.

Preference for Authorizing Departures

This proposed amendment poses the question whether the Commission should
continue to add specific offense characteristics with 1 or 2 level increases, or simply
authorize upward departure when unexpected situations arise. The latter approach is
preferable. The government often advocates application of specific offense
characteristics whenever there is any supporting evidence, however slight. The courts
have developed an unsettling tendency of accepting the government's arguments
uncritically. On the other hand, the courts seems more reluctant to depart without
ample supporting evidence. Thus, by authorizing departure in unexpected situations, the
courts would be given needed flexibility without inviting unwarranted increases in offense
levels.

7.

•

Request for Comment number 13 - Calculation of weight under negotiation in
reverse sting cases - Should there be an amendment addressed to the offense level
determination in such cases? Yes. Why? Because government agents should not
be able to control, and increase, a defendant's potential punishment based on the
agents' ability to set artificial market conditions. A defendant should not be
punished for what he or she would like to be able to do, but rather on the basis
of what he or she can do.
To determine an appropriate amendment to address the issue raised by the
it is necessary to realize that the problem is actually broader than
stated by the Commission. The problem exists not only where government agents
set a below-market price, but whenever agents, in a reverse sting
create
artificial market conditions that increase a defendanfs purchasing power.
Two recent cases of which the P AG is aware help illustrate the scope of
the problem. In one case, undercover government agents offered to sell the
defendant 300 kilograms of cocaine. The defendant agreed to do so. The only
problem was that he had no money (none). The agents, however, suggested that
the defendant issue a quit claim deed to his house to the agents to serve as
collateral for the cocaine purchase, which the defendant than did. (As a result,
the house has been forfeited.) It turns out that the mortgage on the house
exceeded the current appraised market value of the property--i.e., the house had
negative equity. The government's position is that the defendant should be
punished for a 300 kilogram offense.

•

In the second case, the defendant wanted to purchase 5 kilograms of
cocaine and had the money to do so. The undercover FBI agents said they did
not deal in such small quantities and that they would only sell the defendant 55

•
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kilograms. Since the defendant did not have money for 55 kilograms, the agents
told him the payment and delivery of the five kilograms would be the first
installment on a 55 kilogram deal. If government agents were not the supposed
sellers, there either would have been no deal (if the sellers were insistent upon
only selling in quantities greater than 50 kilograms) or there would have been an
agreed upon sale of 5 kilograms. Nevertheless, under the conditions set by the
agents, the overall 55 kilogram deal proceeded and the defendant was arrested
when he showed up with money for five kilograms. At sentencing, the
government argued that the offense level should be based on 55 kilograms,
because the defendant had agreed to purchase that amount. The district judge
saw this as a transparent attempt by the agents to manipulate the guidelines and
refused to sentence on the 55 kilogram amount. The judge ruled that the
defendant had the ability to purchase five kilograms and that the offense level
should be based on that amount.
It seems to the PAG that the judge in the second case adopted a
reasonable method for resolving the artificial market problem. (While the judge's
ruling in the second case might be seen as suggesting that an amendment is not
necessary at all, we doubt that all or even most judges would feel free to adopt
such an approach without an amendment providing authority to do so.) The
guidelines should provide that in a reverse sting case, where the government sets
or agrees to artificial market conditions which have the effect of increasing the
defendant's purchasing power, the court shall determine the defendant's offense
level on the basis of the amount of drugs that he or she could have purchased
based on the agreement.
The amendment should provide that this method is mandatory (i.e.., "shall
determine") whenever artificial market conditions have been set or agreed upon
for several reasons. First, no defendant should be sentenced on the basis of
artificial market conditions. Second, if the amendment is not mandatory, disparity
will result among similarly situated offenders. Third, the passage of such an
amendment will probably reduce the frequency of such cases but it is less likely to
have such a salutary effect unless it is mandatory (i.e., if agents know that it is still
possible to increase a defendant's punishment by artificial market conditions).

•

There still remains the question of what constitutes artificial market
conditions. That is not a difficult as it might seem. The DEA keeps statistics on
the "going price" for different controlled substances according to geographic area
and time period. The question of what constitutes artificial market terms for a
sale could be established by expert testimony or common established practices
familiar to the court or the parties. Perhaps the defendant should have the initial
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burden of making a prima facie showing (by proffer or otherwise) that the price
and/or terms were artificial and the government would have an opportunity to
rebut the showing by a preponderance of the evidence standard. Alternatively,
the defendant could have the burden of establishing, by a preponderance of the
evidence standard, that there were artificial market conditions set or agreed to by
the government agents which increased his or her purchasing ability.
One final note. The request for comment number 13 does not completely
entrapment." There are cases where
address the problem of
defendants are encouraged to purchase, or sell amounts that they had not
intended to, but agreed to buy or sell at the encouragement of government agents.
Even where the defendant has the ability to purchase or sell the increased
quantity (which means they would be unaffected by the proposed amendment), it
seems to me that a convincing case can be made for not sentencing the defendant
on the amount which is the product of government inducement.

•

•

8.

Proposed Amendment number 20 - Money Laundering - The PAG strongly
supports the proposed amendments to § § 2Sl.1 through 1.4, pertaining to money
laundering offenses and reporting violations. As noted by the Money laundering
Working Group,' the money laundering statute, 18 U.S.C. § 1956, has been used
by prosecutors to "up the ante" in selected cases despite the fact that the charged
financial transaction offenses do not differ substantially from the underlying
unlawful activity. Money Laundering Working Group, "Explanation of Draft
Amendments to § § 2Sl.1 through 1.4" at 1 (November 10, 1992) (footnote
omitted). Also, as the Money Laundering Group recognizes, the existing
guideline's high base offense level assumed that large scale, sophisticated money
laundering would be the norm. The experience of the P AG is that money
laundering counts are often added to other cases to increase prosecutorial
leverage and obtain harsher sentences. Accordingly, from the perspective of the
PAG, the most important aspect of the proposed amendments is that they remove
the potential for actual or threatened sentence manipulation through charging
practices. We agree with the Working Group that where "the defendant
committed the underlying offense, and the conduct comprising the underlying
offense is essentially the same as that comprising the money laundering offense[,]
the sentence for the money laundering conduct should be the same for the
underlying offense." IQ..
Although we largely support the proposed amendment, we are concerned
about two issues. First, the amendment would eliminate reliance on the table
found in § 2Sl.l(b)(2) and substitute reliance on the fraud table found in § 2Fl.l,
despite the substantial difference between loss in a fraud case and the value of
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funds involved in a money laundering transaction. Second, the pervasive use of
government stings in money laundering cases, in which the government largely
controls the value of funds involved in the offense, provides continued
opportunities for sentence manipulation and exacerbates the problem of using the
elevated offense levels which would be dictated by the fraud table. Accordingly,
the PAG recommends that the amendment be adopted with certain revisions: 1)
that the incorporation of the fraud table be deleted with the existing money
laundering table remaining in its place; and 2) that a lower base offense level be
employed for violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1956(a)(3).
While we understand the Working Group's desire to use the fraud table in
order to promote uniformity and consistency in economic crime cases, the attempt
to equate the value of funds in a money laundering transaction and the loss
involved from fraud is without any basis in logic. Fraud offenses almost invariably ·
involve loss to a victim; and it is this loss which is the driving forcer behind the
§ 2F1.1(b). Money laundering offenses involve financial transactions
table.
which do not involve loss to a discrete victim; and, at least under the current
Guidelines, it is the value of the funds involved in the transaction which is the
§ 2Sl.l(b)(2)P
driving force behind the table.

•

In addition to the difference in the ''victim," the two offenses are
completely different in terms of the amount of funds generally involved. While
money laundering typically involves relatively large sums of money, fraud comes in
all shapes and sizes: using a counterfeit telephone credit card to make long
distance telephone calls or a scheme to fraudulently collect on a five million
dollar insurance policy.
This difference in the amount of funds involved in each crime and in the
nature of the ''victim" of each crime makes any reliance on the fraud table illadvised, and the PAG recommends that the Commission not eliminate the table
currently found in § 2S1.1(b)(2), but rather use this table rather than the fraud
table as the basis for the adjustments called for in the amendment, § § 2S1.1(a)(23), 2S1.2(1)(1-2). This table should be used in connection with the amendments
13

•

Indeed, although fraud is far closer in nature to theft than to money laundering in that
both involve a discrete victim who has lost something of economic value, the Third Circuit
recently held that for sentencing purposes the differences between the nature of a theft and
the nature of a fraud rendered the equation of these two crimes "flawed." United States v.
_Kmm, 951 F.2d 521, 535 (3d Cir. 1991).

•
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proposed lower base offense level in light of the Money Laundering Working
Group's recognition that low dollar amount, unsophisticated cases are prosecuted
under this statute. In the event that the Commission believes that the existing
table is inadequate a revised, money· laundering specific table should be
employed.
The proposed guideline amendments fail to recognize the unique nature of
the money laundering sting provisions of 18 U.S.C. § 1956(a)(3). Under that
section the crime is completed if a defendant with the intent (1) to promote
specified unlawful activity; (2) to conceal or disguise property believed to be the
proceeds of specified unlawful activity; or (3) to avoid a CIR requirement,
engages in a financial transaction with property represented by a law enforcement
official to be the proceeds of specified unlawful activity. This section has been
used in an ever increasing number of.undercover sting operations in which federal
agents attempt to engage in money laundering activities and represent that their
money comes from unlawful sources. As in drug sting operations the agents
control the amount of money laundered. Accordingly, there is increased risk of
prosecutorial manipulation of the guidelines by government agents increasing the
amounts of tendered funds to increase the guideline range.

•

In such cases there will never be commission of the underlying offense by
the defendant, since it is the government agents who are representing that they, or
their confederates, committed that offense. Accordingly, while a defendant who
commits an underlying offense and launders the funds will be sentenced under the
guideline for the underlying offense, under proposed § 2Sl.l(a)(1) in a sting
operation the defendant will receive a potentially higher sentence for only
engaging in the laundering offense.
For example, if a defendant engages in mail fraud with a loss of $1,600
then launders the proceeds, his offense level would be 6 under the proposed
amendments to § § 2Fl.l and 2S1.1. If agents merely represented that the funds
were derived from mail fraud and the defendant believed them and engaged in a
financial transaction designed to avoid a CIR requirement, his offense level
would be 10 (assuming a (b)(l)(A) enhancement, 8 if no enhancement). It makes
little sense to punish a defendant more severely for engaging in a sting than for
actually committing of the underlying offense.

•

9.

Proposed Amendment number 23 - Abuse of Position of Trust- This proposed
Commission amendment would significantly narrow the existing 2 level "abuse of
position of trust" adjustment, so that it applies only to abuse of "special trust."
"Special trust" would be defined as referring to "a position of trust characterized
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by professional or managerial discretion (i&, substantial discretionary judgment
that is ordinarily given considerable deference)."
The PAG favors adoption of this amendment, because the current "abuse
of position of trust" guideline is extremely broad and susceptible of varying and
unfair interpretations, particularly in fraud and embezzlement cases where some
form of breach of trust almost always exists. The fraud guidelines themselves
already contain a number of add-on provisions, such as the 2 level increase for
"more than minimal planning" or a scheme to defraud more than one victim, and
the 2 level increase for misrepresentation that the defendant was acting on behalf
of charitable, educational, religious or political organizations. § § 2F1.1(2),
2F1.1(3)(A). The embezzlement guidelines likewise contain a 2 level increase for
more than minimal planning. § § 281.2. The proposed amendment makes it far
more likely that the 2 level enhancement for abuse of trust appropriately would
be limited to professionals, high ranking managers and others in a special position
of trust, and would not be added to the typical fraud or embezzlement defendant's
sentence .

•

•
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The Commission has also invited comment on whether, as an alternative to
modifying § 3B1.3, the Commission should amend § 2Bl.l and § 2B1.2 to add a
specific offense characteristic relating to enhancement for abuse of trust in
embezzlement cases and provide that the enhancement in § 381.3 would not
apply if the proposed specific offense characteristic was applied. The PAG
recommends against such an amendment, as that would not cure the overbreadth
problem inherent in the current language of§ 381.3, and would compound the
problem by adding a vague offense characteristic to the guidelines.

10.

Proposed Amendment number 24 · Substantial Assistance · Call for CommentThe PAG is in favor of amending section SK 1.1 by providing that a sentencing
court can,
sponte, depart downward from the guidelines in those cases
involving first offenders where no violence was associated with the criminal
offense. This would apply in those cases where the government does not present
a section 5Kl.l Motion For Substantial Assistance but where the court
nonetheless finds from the evidence that such a motion would have been
appropriate had it been filed by the government.

11.

Proposed Amendments number 25 and 36 - Standards for Acceptance of Plea
Agreements - The PAG strongly urges the commission to adopt its proposed
amendment number 25 (PAG #36) by adding commentary which would
recommend that the government disclose to the defendant information relevant to
the application of the sentencing guidelines prior to entry of a guilty plea. This
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commentary would create no new right for a defendant, but would add to "truth in
sentencing" and improve the practice of federal criminal law around the country
under the Sentencing Guidelines.
12.

13.

Proposed Amendment number 27 - Guideline Consolidation - The PAG favors
this amendment as it would simplify the Guidelines by deleting 27 Chapter Two
guidelines through consolidation with other guidelines that cover similar offense
conduct.
Proposed Amendment number 28- Miscellaneous Substantive. Clarifying. and
Conforming Amendments Affecting White Collar Offenses - The PAG makes the
following recommendations on some of the miscellaneous amendments proposed
by the Commission:
§

•

2Bl.l

Larceny. Embezzlement. and Other Forms of Theft

The PAG recommends adoption of these changes, which conform the
embezzlement Commentary on loss computation with the Commentary for fraud
and deceit at § 2Fl.l.
§

2Fl.l

Fraud and Deceit

The PAG agrees that the specific offense characteristic for violation of an
order should apply only when not otherwise addressed in the guidelines. The
PAG agrees that the Commentary for fraudulent loan applications and contract
procurement cases should be changed to make clear that where the loss
significantly overstates or understates the seriousness of the conduct, an upward or
downward departure may be warranted. Similarly, we agree that the Commentary
on loss determination should be amended to make clear that when loss overstates
the seriousness of the offense, a downward departure may be warranted.
§ 2B4.1 Bribecy in Procurement of Bank Loan and Other Commercial Bribecy

2C1.6 Loan or Gratuity to Bank Examiner for Adjustment of Farm
Indebtedness. or Procuring Bank Loan or Discount of Commercial Paper
§

•

§ 2C1.7 Fraud Involving Deprivation of the Intangible Right to the Honest
Services of Public Officials: Conspiracy to Defraud by Interference with
Governmental Functions
§ 2E5.1 Offering. Accepting. or Soliciting a Bribe or Gratuity Affecting the
Operation of an Employee Welfare or Pension Benefit Plan
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§ 2E5.6 Prohibited Payments or Lending of Money by Employer or Agent to
Employees. Representatives or Labor Organizations -

The PAG recommends adoption of the proposed amendments for
determining the fines for organizations. These amendments would provide that
consequential damages could be used in lieu of pecuniary loss only when
"reasonably foreseeable." Without such a limitation, consequential damages are
likely to distort the appropriate fine level by taking into account a myriad of
unforeseen circumstances.

•

•

14.

Proposed Amendment number 37- Theft and Fraud- Although styled as an issue
for comment, the PAG supports an amendment to the commentary about loss in
the theft guideline which would conform the commentary in the theft guideline
with the commentary on loss in the fraud guideline.

15.

Proposed Amendment number 38 - Theft - Although listed as an issue for
comment, the PAG would support an Amendment under section 2B .1 which
would provide that the sentencing court has the discretion to make a downward
adjustment in those cases where defendants do not personally profit from the
offense.
·

16.

Proposed Amendment number 40- Cocaine and Cocaine Base- The PAG
strongly supports this issue for comment which would provide that the
Commission would .ask Congress to modify or eliminate the provisions that
distinguish between the punishment for powder and crack cocaine at the quantity
ratio of 100 to 1. At a minimum, we would urge the Commission to do a study on
this whole area as to whether or not the ratio of 100 to 1 accurately reflects
current scientific research and whether, in fact, the ratio should be reduced.

17.

Proposed Amendment number 44 - Theft - This amendment increases the offense
level for theft of mail by 2 levels in addition to the monetary value of the property
stolen, and provides a minimum offense level of 14 if the offense involved an
"organized scheme" to steal mail. Without knowing the Postal Service's
experience with theft of mail, it is difficult to comment on the advisability of
increasing the offense level. Further, we recognize that the Postal Service's
minimal level 14 approach has already been adopted by the Commission for "an
organized scheme to steal vehicles or vehicle parts," because it often is difficult to
fix a loss figure on stolen vehicles and parts. § 2B1.1(b)(6); comment. (backg'd.).
However, the PAG recommends that the Commission not adopt at this time any
additional guideline that utilizes the "organized scheme" language, as that term is
vague and seems duplicative of the specific offense characteristic for "more than

•
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minimal planning." Virtually any scheme involving more than one person is an
"organized scheme," and the Commission should study whether that term can be
modified to more precisely cover the activity which concerns the Postal Service.
18.

Proposed Amendment number 45 - Multiple Victims - This broad proposal by the
Postal Service would create a new victim-related adjustment of 2 levels if more
than one victim is affected. and if the offense affected 100 victims or more, the
offense level would be increased by 2 levels for every 250 victims, up to a total of
8 levels. The P AG recommends against this proposal, as the 2 level increase
would apply in a large number of typical fraud and theft cases, where dollar value
already acts as a proxy for impact on multiple victims. Also, the proposed step
increase for every 250 victims is arbitrary, and there does not appear to be a need
for such an adjustment. especially given the loss tables, and the likelihood that the
2 level increase for "more than minimal planning" would apply to any scheme
involving a large number of victims.

19.

Proposed Amendment number 46 - Abuse of Position of Trust - The Postal
Service proposes to add to the Commentary for 3Bl.l an application note that
would specify that the enhancement for abuse of a position of trust applies to all
postal employees for theft or obstruction of the mails. embezzlement of Postal
Service funds, and theft of Postal Service property. As noted above, the PAG
supports the Commission proposal to amend § 3B 1.3 so that it applies to abuse of
position of special trust. The P AG agrees that Postal Service employees to hold
such a position of special trust with regard to theft or obstruction of the mails,
because they have special access to the mails and the public depends so heavily
on their honesty. Therefore, the Commentary to the proposed Commission
amendment could include a reference to such Postal Service employees.
However, with regard to embezzlement of Postal Service funds and theft of Postal
Service property, the employees do not enjoy a special position of thrust. and
should not be subject to an enhancement for such offenses.

20.

Proposed Amendment number 59 • This proposed amendment would create a
new guideline, § 2F1.2, applicable to violations of the Computer Fraud and Abuse
Act of 1988 (18 U.S.C. § 1030). As stated in the "Synopsis of Amendment", and
as is apparent throughout the commentary, its emphasis is on dealing with nonmonetary harm. This proposed guideline is overbroad and cumulative of existing
provisions .
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a.

Overbreadth

The proposed guideline is
so that the base offense is largely
meaningless in that one or more specific offense characteristics will apply to
virtually every covered offense. Offense level increases are provided for virtually
all computer crimes including, for example, the mere examination of business
information "not meant for public distribution"
proposed § 2F1.2(b)(2) and
Application Notes 4 and 7).

•

Furthermore, inclusion of "consequential losses from trafficking in
passwords" in the calculation of economic loss invites a host of problems. 18
U.S.C. § 1030(a)(6) makes it a separate crime to traffick in passwords only where
there is also intent to defraud. There is, however, no such limitation in proposed
§ 2F1.2(b)(4)(B). ''Trafficking" is defined broadly to include the mere "transfer"
of a password (see 18 U.S.C. § 1030(a)(6) and 1029(e)(5)). Thus, less pernicious
forms of trafficking in passwords may be included as relevant conduct under
Guideline § 1B1.3(a)(2). This could include, for example, one "hacker" merely
revealing a password to another without hope or expectation of economic gain.
Inclusion of such consequential losses creates a real possibility that defendants
will inappropriately be punished for acts by others that were not intended or
reasonably foreseeable.
b.

OJmulativeness

Violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1030 are presently subject to the fraud guideline,
§ 2F1.1, for which Application Note 10 authorizes upward departure where the
primary objective of the fraud was non-monetary. In addition, Proposed
Amendment number 6 would authorize upward departure where "the fraud caused
substantial non-monetary harm", and Proposed Amendment number 7 addresses a
similar issue. Thus, there is no need for a specific computer fraud guideline to
deal with the sort of non-monetary injury discussed in connection with this
proposed amendment.
In addition, particular parts of this proposed amendment are cumulative of
existing provisions. For example:

•

Proposed § 2F1.2(b) deals with offenses where the defendant obtained
and/or altered protected information, which includes (under Application
Notes 4 and 6) information "relat[ing} to military operations or readiness,
foreign relations or intelligence, or law enforcement investigations or
operations." This sort of harm is adequately covered by §2Fl.l,
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Application Note lO(d), which authorizes upward departure where "the
offense endangered national security or military readiness."
Proposed § 2Fl.2(b)(3)(A) deals with offenses which caused or were likely
to cause "interference with the administration of justice." Such offenses
often will constitute obstruction of justice, and be separately prosecutable,
and punishable, under Title 18, Chapter 73 ("Obstruction of Justice"). In
some circumstances (such as where a defendant enters false information in
a law enforcement or court database), this sort of harm might also be
covered by §2Fl.l, Application Note lO(b), which authorizes upward
departure where "false statements were made for the purpose of facilitating
some other crime."

•

Proposed §2F1.2(b)(3)(A) also deals with offenses which caused or were
likely to cause "harm to any person's health or safety." This sort of harm is
adequately covered by § 2Fl.l, Application Note tO(c), which authorizes
upward departure where "the offense caused physical or psychological
harm."
21.

Proposed Amendment number 62 - Bank Fraud - Here, the Commission solicits
comment on whether the guidelines principally applicable to bank fraud (§ §
2Bl.l, 2B4.1 and 2Fl.l) should be amended to provide a 4 level enhancement in
the base offense level for all offenses which affect a financial institution. This
proposal invites problems of both overbreadth and redundancy.
First, if the word "affects" is defined broadly, virtually all offenses involving
financial institutions would be deemed to affect such institutions. Such a result
cannot be justified by the potential consequence to the victim. There is no reason
to believe that a garden variety bank fraud will cause greater damage than a
comparable fraud on another kind of business. Furthermore, there is no
philosophical reason. why the former should be punished more harshly than the
latter.

•

If, on the other hand, "affects" is limited to those frauds which have an
impact on solvency, then the proposed amendments would be largely cumulative
of existing offense characteristics. Sections 2Bl.l, 2B1.4 and 2F1.1 already
include as specific offense characteristics that the offense "substantially
jeopardized the safety and soundness of a financial institution" (§ §
2Bl.l(b)(7)(A), 2B4.1(b)(2)(A) and 2Fl.l(b)(6)(A)); and that the offense
"affected a financial institution and the defendant derived more than $1,000,000 in
gross receipts from the offense"(§§ 2 Bl.l(b)(7)(B), 2B4.1(b)(2)(B) and
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2F1.1(b)(6)(B)). In either of those events, the offense level is increased by 4, to a
minimum of 24. Thus, the Guidelines already make ample provision for those
frauds which significantly affect financial institutions.
22.

•

Proposed Amendment number 65 - The Commission requests comment on
whether §2F1.1 should be amended to include "risk of loss" in determining the
applicable guideline range for fraud when the amount at risk is greater than the
actual or intended loss. As with Proposed Amendment number 6, unintended
harm is an inappropriate measure of culpability. At a minimum, consideration
should be limited to reasonably foreseeable harm. Also as with Proposed
Amendment number 6, this sort of provision might be incorporated into an
application note which recognizes that reasonable foreseeability is a factor to be
taken into account in determining whether the defendant intended a particular
result.

The PAG also supports amendments numbered 29 and 30 proposed by the
Criminal Law Committee of the Judicial Conference of the United States. We especially
support proposed amendment number 29 which would add a paragraph to permit a
downward departure when offender characteristics are present to an unusual degree and
combined in ways important to the purposes of sentencing.
The PAG also supports, in substance, Amendments numbered 31-34 which are
being proposed by the American Bar Association Sentencing Guidelines Committee.
Finally, the PAG supports Amendments numbered 47 and 52-56 of the proposals
submitted by the Legislative Subcommittee of the Federal Defenders. As to proposed
Amendments numbered 48-51 proposed by the Legislative Subcommittee of the Federal
Defenders we prefer our amendment #39 in the Drug trafficking area, but we do
support proposed amendment number 50 which would separate the weight of the carrier
from the actual weight of LSD to determine the offense level in LSD cases. In the same
regard, we also support the concept proposed in amendment number 49 sponsored by
the Legislative Subcommittee of the Federal Defenders which would clarify that the
weight used to determine the offense level should not include the weight of substances
involved in the manufacturing process or substances to which the drug is bonded.

•

I have confirmed with your Staff Director, Ms. Phyllis J. Newton, that the
Sentencing Commission will allow representatives of the PAG to address the
Commissioners at your Tuesday, March 23, 1993 meeting at 10:00 AM. As in the past,
the PAG will D.Q.t be presenting oral comments at the March 22, 1993, public bearing
being held at the Ceremonial Courtroom of the United States District Court of the
District of Columbia.

r
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I look forward to working with you during this amendment cycle.
J
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Warren Bennett, Chairman
Practitioner's Advisory Group

cc: Corrunissioners Nagel, Gelacak,
Carnes and Mazzone
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REVISED c PROPOSED AMENDMENT #39

Submitted by
PRACTITIONERS' ADVISORY GROUP
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PRACIJTIONERS ADVISORY GROUP · MODIFIED AMENDMENT #39
(Changes noted

39.

an reiaUve to the CURRENT GUIDELINES)

Synopsis or Proposed Amendment: This amendment reduces the maximum offense level for drug quantity
from 42 to 38 {36 was the maximum offense level in the original sentencing guidelines); provides an
additional enhancement for weapon usage; places a cap on the offense level for defendants with mitigati11g
roles; reduces the offense levels associated with higher drug quantities; and provides additional guidance
for the detennination of mitigating role. (Related amendment proposals: 8, 9, 48, and 60).
Proposed Amendment: Section 2Dl.l(a)(3) is amended by inserting the following at the end:

•

•

1

•

Section 2Dl.l(b) is amended as follows (redline indicates additions, strikeout indicates deletions):
"(b)

Specific Offense Characteristics
(1)

If a dangerous weapon (including a firearm) was possessed, increase by 2
levels.

(2)

If the defendant is convicted of violating 21 U.S.C. § 960(a) under
circumstances in which (A) an aircraft other than a regularly scheduled
commercial air carrier was used to import the controlled substance, or (B) the
defendant acted as a pilot, copilot, captain, navigator, flight officer, or any
other operation officer aboard any craft or vessel carrying a controlled
substance, increase by 2 levels. If the resulting offense level is less than level
26, increase to level 26:.

Section 2Dl.l(c) is amended by deleting subdivisions 1-11; by renumbering subdivisions 12-19 as 9·16;
and by inserting subdivisions 1-10:
"(c)

•

•

DRUG QUANTITY TABLE
Controlled Substances and Quantity•

(l)

3QQ KG er mere e£ HereiA

(er the
emeuRt er ether Sehedule I
er II Opiates);
15QQ KG er mere er Ceeeine (er the eft\HveleRt emeuat er ether
Sehedule I er II Slimuleats);
15 KG er mere e£ CeeeiAe Base;
300 KG er mere e£ PCP, er 3Q KG er Mere er PCP (aetuel);
3QQ KG er mere e£ J.4ethaMphetamine, er 3Q KG er mere er
MethamphetamiRe (aetuel), er 3Q KG er Mere ef "lee";
3 KG er mere e£ bSt) (er the
emeunt ef ether
Sehedule I er II HallweiAegeAS);
ug KG er mete er reRl&Ryl;
lQ KG er mere e£ a
Aftelegue;
:JQQ,OOO KG er mere er Mafihu&Ba;
60,000 KG er mere e£ Hashish;
fi1QQQ KG er mete er Heshish Oil.
At leest 100 KG hat less than 300 KG e£ HereiR
(er lite efl'li'leleat ameYAt ef etae• Sehedale I er II Opiates);
a'\t least 500 KG hwt less tltaR 15QQ KG ef CeeaiRe
(er the eEtaivaleat ame\tftt e£ ether Sehedale I er II Stimulants);
At least j KG bat less than 15 KG ef CeeeiAe Base;
At least lQQ KG bat less thaA 3QQ KG ef PCP, er
at least lQ KG hat le55 thaR 3Q KG e£ PCP (aetwal);
At least lQQ KG bat less thaR 3QQ KG e£ MethaMphetamine,
er at leest lQ KG bYt less dtaA 3Q KG ef MethamphetamiRe
2

Level

49

•

•

(eetuel), er at lee5t lQ KG but less theA 3Q KG ef "lee";
At le&St 1 KG but le66 theA 3 KG ef bSD
-. (er the eEfUi\·elettt 8Rl8Uftt ef ether Sehedule I er II HallueiAegetts);
At le&St 4Q KG but le56 thBB
KG ef Fetttettyl;
At le&St lQ KG but 1866 th&R 3Q KG ef a Fetttettyl a'\Aalegue;
At least lOO,QQQ KG bYt 1866 theA 300,QQQ KG ef
At le&St
KG bttt le66 thBB
KG ef H&Shish;
At lee5t 2,QQQ KG but le66 theA (;,QQQ KG ef H85hish Oil.
,A,t le&St 3Q KG but le56 th&R 100 KG or more
of Heroin (or the equivalent amount of other
Schedule I or II Opiates);
At least l5Q KG bttt less thBB 500 KG or more of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I
or II Stimulants);
At le&St 1.5 KG but less thea 5 KG or more of Cocaine Base;
At le&St 3Q KG but less theA 100 KG or more of PCP, or at least
3 KG bYt less th8ft 10 KG or more of PCP (actual);
At lee5t 3Q KG bttt le56 thBR 100 KG or more of Methamphetamine,
or at le&St 3 KG bttt le56 thBB 10 KG or more of Methamphetamine
(actual), or at least 3 KG but le56 thBB 10 KG or more of "Ice";
At least 300 G but le56 theA 1 KG or more of LSD (or the
equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II Hallucinogens);
At lee5t ll KG bttt le56 th8ft 40 KG or more of Fentanyl;
At le&St 3 KG bYt le56 theA 10 KG or more of a Fentanyl Analogue;
/>,t least 3Q,QQQ KG but le56 theA 100,000 KG or more of Marihuana;
At lee5t (;,QQQ KG but le66 th&a 20,000 KG or more of Hashish;
At le&St (;00 KG but le56 theft
KG or more of Hashish Oil.
(2)

!m

At least
KG but less than 3Q
KG of
Heroin (or the equivalent amount of other
Schedule I or II Opiates);
At least
fiSo. KG but less than
SOO KG of Cocaine (or the
equivalent
of other Schedule
II Stimulants); ·
At least
but less than
KG of Cocaine Base;
At least $1 KG but l_ess than 3Q [Qg KG of PCP, or at least
l
but less than 3
of
(actual);
At least ®. KG but less than 3Q 100 KG of Methamphetamine,
or at least 1·1 KG but less than 3i}.OKG of Methamphetamine
(actual), or at least l 3 KG but
3yi KG of "Ice";
At least !00
G but less than 3QG.G Jt\{[ of LSD
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II
Hallucinogens);
At least
KG but Jess than !2
KG of Fentanyl;
At least l S KG but less than 31:"0 KG of a Fentanyl Analogue;
At
KG but
than 39;GOO
KG
of Marihuana;
At least
KG but less than &;009
KG of
Hashish;
At least
MQ KG but Jess than 600
KG of
Hashish Oil.

I?.J.m

IJ

41

•

3

Level38

Level36

•

(3)

At least 310 KG but less than
30 KG or more
_ of Heroin '{or the equivalent
of other
-Schedule I or II Opiates);
At least
50
KG but less than
150
KG of Cocaine
>;<.;;.,
:-,........<.
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants);
At least
G but less than
of Cocaine Base;
At least 3 ® KG but less than lQ
KG of PCP,
or at
but less tha,; l j KG of PCP (actual);
At least 3 !a KG
than lQ 30 KG of Methamphetamine, or
at least
JjK,_Q but less than
KG or more of Methamphetamine
(actual), or at
but less than l
or more of

Level 34

mJ

"Ice";

At least 3Q 1® G but less than -100 3.0.0 G or more of LSD
(or the
amount of o·ther Schedule I or II Hallucinogens);
At least
KG but less than 4 1). KG or more of Fentanyl;
At least
but less than".! KG or more of a Fentanyl Analogue;
At least 3;00Q 10;000 KG but less than
?Q;OOO KG or
more of
"'···-·.....w:v

!ll !9

At least 600
At least 69
(4)

•

KG but less than
KG or more of Hashish;
but less than
&X) KG or more of Hashish Oil.
o'.i(.I'Nho

At least l 13.
KG but less than 3 lO
KG of Heroin
oA
hvw
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I
or II Opiates);
At least
KG but less than
50 KG of Cocaine
(or the
amount of otherschedule I
or II Stimulants);
At least
f50 G but less than 1-:59 500 G of Cocaine Base;
At least!
but less than 3 !Q K:c;-'o f PCP, or at least
-100
of PCP (actual);
At least l (l KG but less than ;; 10 KG of Methamphetamine,
or at least
G but less
of
(actual), or at least .IQQ 300 G but less
UKG of "Ice";
At least
I G but lesSv.than 3G OCOO G of l.SD (
amount of other Schedule I or II Hallucinogens);
At least
but less than
of Fentanyl;
At least .IQQ
..but less than
?,f. Fentanyl
At least l;QQ9,...,,Xf.BJ)
KG but less than 3;GQO :
KG of Marahuana;
·"""""''·«<
At least
§!1 KG but less than 600
KG of Hashish;
At least
200,.:... KG of Hashish Oil.
;:.)(« KG but less than 69 ..........

too

m

(S)

•

'1.'.

<"

At least
l'Yt.G but less than l l KG of Heroin Level 30
(or the
of other Schedule
I or U Opiates);
At least
KG but less than ts.
KG of Cocaine
X<
:-:-.·..v
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants);
At least
q _but less than
G of Cocaine Base;
At least
but less than l
KG of PCP, or at
least +Q 100 G but less than lOO 300 G of PCP (actual);
At
but less
KG of Methamphetamine, or

JlK§

Level 32.

•

at least !7Q '1:00. G but less than -100 300 G of Methamphetamine
!7Q
G but le.s s'·than lOO
G of "Ice";
__(actual),
At least 10 G but less than !Q ® G of LSD (or the equivalent
amount
Schedule I or n"'Hallucinogens);
At least
G but less than 400-G
of Fentanyl;
At least !7Q 100 G but less than -100
G of a Fentanyl Analogue;
At least
but less
KG of Marihuana;
At least -l4G
KCf"olHashish;
At least +4 ·=-:-::·:·;
but less than 2Q .....
of Hashish Oil.

1.00

+

KG

(6)

At least 400
G but less than !7Q9..G !n'
.,Q of
Heroin (or the equivalent amount of other
Schedule I or II Opiates);
At least 13 KG but less than
S KG of Cocaine
(or the
amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants);
At least 2Q 35 G but less than
SO. G of Cocaine Base;
At least 4Q(f1,(10 G but less than
VI\G. of PCP, or at
least 4Q 1Q
less than !7Q !QQ. G of PCP.,(actual);
At least ·400 7.00 G but less than !7Q9..G
of
Methamphet;';ine, or at least 4Q 1Q G
than !7Q
G
of Methamphetamine (actual), or at least 4Q 10 G but less
than !7Q 100. G of "Ice";
·
.-.-..·
At least '; fij G but less than+ lQ G of LSD (or the equivalent
amount ofother Schedule I or.fl Hallucinogens);
At least
il.$) G but less than
400 G of Fentanyl;
At least 4Q
but less than !7Q iCxfcfof Fentanyl Analogue;
At least 400'fu1 KG but less than..=iOO
KG of Marihuana;
At least 89
KG but less than -l4Q
of Hashish;
At least 8
KG but less than +4 ®... KG of Hashish Oil.

Level 28

:700.-G

•

t.o'·a

(7)

m.f'Ka

!m

At least -100
G but less than 400 1QQ G of
Heroin (or the equivalent amount of other
Schedule I or II Opiates);
At least
!UCG but less than .·.::·.·.:.:. KG of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants);
At least IP G but less than 2Q
G of Cocaine Base;
At least
G but less than
G of PCP, or at
least .!Q 1141 G but less than 4Q 10 G of PCP (actual);
At least iQg !HlQ G but less thaii··400 ®.Q. G of Methamphetamine,
···=-··!«-··
or at least .!Q
G but less than 4Q
G of Methamphetamine
.!Q !Q G but
4Q iQ G of "Ice";
(actual), or
At least I G but less than 4 Z G of LSD (or the equivalent
amount ofother Schedule I or..II Hallucinogens);
At least 4Q IQI G but less than
G of Fentanyl;
At least .!Q !lrG but less than 4Q 1jf(fof a Fentanyl Analogue;
At least
KG but less than''4Qg 100 KG of Marihuana;
At least 2Q $.({KG but less than 89
of Hashish;
At least a··"'i(G but less than 8 14
KG'
of
Hashish
Oil.
>:·:·:·:·

Level 26

At least 8G 100
G but less than -100 iWO
G of
;.;.;.:.;.;-.-:
-:........·..·

Level 24

'400

.!QQ'b

•

(8)

5

•

Heroin (or the equivalent amount of other
Schedule I or II Opiates);
-- At least 400 S.OO G but less than
of Cocaine
(or the
amount of other
I or II Stimulants);
At least 4 S G but less than 20 G of Cocaine Base;
At least
G but less than- .loo 1fOO
G of PCP, or at
:-._......
least 8 {g G but less than .W !Q G of PCP (actual);
At least 89
G but less than -WQ
G of Methamphetamine,
or at least 8 lQG but Jess than .W ;.JO G of Methamphetamine
(actual), or a1teas_!,_8_lf! G but
.W G of •Ice";
At least 800 MG
but less than -1- G of LSD (or the
equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II Hallucinogens);
At least
IQ G but less than 49
G of Fentanyl;
At least 8@,:-G but less than .W
G, of a Fentanyl Analogue;
At least 89 ·:>··:.::::•...
lOO KG but less than -WQ .................. KG of Marihuana;
At least
KG but less than
KG of Hashish;
At least M 2 KG but less than 8 KG of Hashish Oil.

89'100

v.

®

:•,·:

(9)

M

At least (iQ 10 G but less than 89 100 G of
Heroin (or 'th-e equivalent amount"':>f other
Schedule I or II Opiates);
At least ;oo
but less than 400
G of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants);
At least 3
G but less than 4 G of Cocaine Base;
At least (iQ'1Q G but less than 89 100 G of PCP, or at
least 61: G -but less t.b an 810. G ofPCP (actual);
At least(iQ iQ G but less tha;. 8Q
G of Methamphetamine,
or at least 6 i G but Jess than 8
G of Methamphetamine
(actual), or at least 6 G but less than
G of •tee•;
At least 600 7!11 MG but Jess than 800
MG of LSD
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II Hallucinogens);
At least
G but less than
i'Q G of Fentanyl;
At least 6
but less than 8 l'Q (f of a Fentanyl Analogue;
At least
KG but less tbai;'89
KG of Marihuana;
At least
It
KG
but
less
than
-1-6
KG
of Hashish;
·:<·>:-::..
.V.."«
At least
lt'l
KG
but
less
than
M
2
KG
of Hashish Oil.
>M-»

Level 22

At least 40 G but less than (iQ !7.0 G of
Heroin (or the equivalent
of other Schedule
I or U Opiates);
At least 200 but less than ;oo 350 G of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or U Stimulants);
At least 2 G but less than 3 3;S G of Cocaine Base;
At least 40 G but Jess than 6QA-1t) G of PCP, or at
least 4 G but less than 6 tl G of PCP (actual);
At least 40 G but less thai"t (iQ
G of Methamphetamine,
or at least 4 G but less than 6 J G of Methamphetamine
(actual), or at least 4 G but less than' 7 G of "Ice";
At least 400 MG but less than 600
MG of LSD

Level20

lSJ

•

8J9

Z

g

ri-G

(10)

19.

•

6

•

-

(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II Hallucinogens);
At least 16 G but less than
28
G of Fentanyl;
>........
·At least 4 G but less than 61 G of a Fentanyl Analogue;
At least 40 KG but less
10 KG of Marihuana;
At least 8 KG but less than
! (KG of Hashish;
At least 800 G but less than H
KG of Hashish Oil.".

•

•

7

•

Section 381.2 is amended by deleting the Commentary and inserting new Commentary as detailed
below:
-.
"§381.2.

Mitigatinw; Role
Based on the defendant's role in the offense, decrease the offense level as
follows:
(a)

If the defendant was a minimal participant in any criminal activity,
decrease by 4 levels.

(b)

If the defendant was a minor participant in any criminal activity,
decrease by 2 levels.

In cases falling between (a) and {b), decrease by 3 levels.

Commentary
Application Notes:

•

•

8

•

••

•

9

•

•

•

PRACTITIONERS ADVISORY GROUP - MODIFIED AMENDMENT #39
(Changes noted are relative to the version of amendment
published in the Federal Register at the request of
Practitioners Advisory Group)
.39.

#39
the

Synopsis of Proposed Amendment: This amendment reduces the
maximum offense level for drug quantity from 42 to
( 36
was the maximum offense level in the original seli'f:encing
guidelines); provides
a·ddi tional enhancement-s for weapon
usage, principal oxyaniiiers of laxye seale oxyanigations, and
substantial resources from
in tfie criminal
activity by a defendant with an
role; places a cap
on the offense level for defendants with mitigating roles;
reduces the offense levels associated with higher drug
quanti ties :by 2 ler.rels; provides a
reduction for a
significantly minimal participant; and provides additional
guidance for the determination of mitigating role. (Related
amendment proposals: 8, 9, 48, and 60).

Proposed Amendment:
Section 2Dl.l(a) (3)
inserting the following at the end:

is

amended

by

"Provided, that if the defendant qualifies for a mitigating
role adjustment pursuant to §3B1.2 (Mitigating Role) and - the offense iiW'olves any of the controlled substances listed
below, the base offense level shall not exceed level 32:

(ii) the offense involves only controlled substances other
than those listed in subdivision (i) above, the base offense
level shall not be greater than level 24."
that if the offense iiW'olvee any controlled
substance other than those listed in subparagraphs (a) through
1

•

abo¥e, aad the defeadaat qualifies for a
role
adjustment: pursuaat to S3Bl. 2
Role) , the base
offease le¥el shall act be
thaa le¥el 24.
If aa
offease ia¥olves both the abo¥e listed coatrolled substaaces
aad other coat rolled substaaces, apply the offease level
specified ia the
Quaatity Table set forth iH subsectioa
(c) below, but the base offease level shall aot exceed 32 if
the defeadaat qualifies for a
role adjustmeat
purs\:lant to S3B1.2
Role) . ".

Sect i on 2Dl.l(b) is deleted and the following inserted in lieu
thereof:
"(b) Specific Offense Characteristics

•

•

(l)

If a dangerous weapon (including a firearm) was
actually possessed by the defendant,
or the
defendant induced or directed another participaat
to actually possess a
weapoa, increase by
2 levels.

(2 )

If a dangerous weapon (including a firearm) was
actually brandished or displayed or fired
by
the defendant, or the defendant induced or directed
another participant to brandish, display, or fire
a dangerous weapon, increase by 4 levels .
If a
weapoa (
a firearm) was
actually used by the defendant aad as a result
someone other than the defendant received serious
bodily l:nJ ury, or if the defendant induced or
directed another participant to use a
weapoa aad someoae other thaa that participant
received serious bodily injury, or if the defendant
created a substaatial rislt of death or serious
bodily l:HJUry, or iaduced or directed aaother
partieipaat to participate ia acti¥ity that created
a substaatial rislt of death or serious bodily
If the defendant is convicted of violating 21
U.S.C. § 960(a) under circumstances in which (A) an
aircraft
other
than
a
regularly
scheduled
conunercial air carrier was used to import the
controlled substance, or (B) the defenda.n t acted as
a pilot,
copilot,
captain,
navigator,
flight
officer, or any other operation officer aboard any
craft or vessel carrying a controlled substance,
increase by 2 levels.
If the resulting offense
level is less than level 26, increase to level 26 .
2

•

(S)

If the defendant was the principal organizer or
leader of erifftinal activity that
15 or
fftore participants, increase by 2 levels .

(6)

If the defendant engaged in erifftinal activity from
'ntfiiefi fie obtained substantial ineoffte or resources,
and tfie defendant qualifies for an aggravating role
adjustfftent pursuant to S3Bl.l (Aggravating Role ) ,
increase by 2 levels . ".

Section 2D1.1(c ) is amended by deleting subdivisions 1-11; by
renumbering subdivisions 12-19 as 9-16; and by inserting the
following as subdivisions 1-8 :

•
At least 30 KG
· (or the equival
At least 150 KG
equivalent amount
At least 1.5 KG
At least 30 KG
3 KG
At least 30 KG
least 3
(actual), or at
least 3 KG
At least 300 G
(or the equ

of Heroin
Level 36
Schedule I or II Opiates) ;
of Cocaine (or the
r II Stimulants);
Cocaine Base;
of PCP, or at least
o PCP (actual);
of Methamphetamine, or at
of Methamphetamine

:i<¥.:-:;:$

•

At

o

Ii2

other Schedule I
of Fentanyl;

3

•

At
At
At
At
(3)

At least 10 KG but less than 30 KG or more of
Level 34
Heroin (or the equivalent amount of other
Schedule I or II Opiates);
At least so KG but less than 1SO KG of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants);
At least SOO G but less than 1.S KG of
Cocaine Base;
At least 10 KG but less than 30 KG of PCP,
or at least 1 KG but less than 3 KG of PCP (actual);
At least 10 KG but less than 30 KG of
Methamphetamine, or at least 1 KG but less than
3 KG or more of Methamphetamine (actual), or at
least 1 KG but less than 3 KG or more of "Ice";
At least 100 G but less than 300 G or more of LSD
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II
Hallucinogens);
At least 4 KG but less than 12 KG or more
of Fentanyl;
At least 1 KG but less than 3 KG or more of
a Fentanyl Analogue;
At least 10,000 KG but less than 30,000 KG or
more of- Marihuana;
At least 2 , 000 KG but less than 6,000 KG or
more of Hashish;
At least 200 KG but less than 600 KG or more
of Hashish Oil .

( 3)

At least 3 KG but less than 10 KG of Heroin
Level 32
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I
or II Opiates);
At least 15 KG but less than SO KG of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I
or II ·stimulants);
At least 150 G but less than sao G of Cocaine Base;
At least 3 KG but less than 10 KG of PCP, or at
least 300 G but less than 1 KG of PCP (actual) ;
At least 3 KG but less than 10 KG of Methamphetamine,
or at least 300 G but less than 1 KG of Methamphetamine
(actual), or at least
300 G but less than 1 KG of "Ice";
At least 30 G but less than 100 G of LSD
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II
Hallucinogens) ;
At least 1.2 KG but less than 4 KG of Fentanyl;
At least 300 G but less than 1 KG of Fentanyl Analogue;
At least 3,000 KG but less than 10,000 KG of Marihuana;

•

•

least
leaSt
least
least

4

•

•

•

At least 600 KG but less than 2,000 KG of Hashish;
At least 5D KG but less than 200 KG of Hashish Oil .
(4)

At least 1 KG but less than 3 KG of Heroin
Level 30
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Opiates) ;
At least S KG but less than 1S KG of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants);
At least SO G but less than 1SO G of Cocaine Base;
At least 1 KG but less than 3 KG of PCP, or at
least 100 G but less than 300 G of PCP (actual);
At least 1 KG but less than 3 KG of
Methamphetamine, or at least 100 G but less
than 300 G of Methamphetamine (actual), or
at least 100 G but less than 300 G of
At least 10 G but less than 30 G of LSD
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II
Hallucinogens);
At least 400 G but less than 1.2 KG of Fentanyl;
At least 100 G but less than 300 G of a Fentanyl Analogue;
At least 1,000 KG but less than 3,000 KG of Marihuana;At least 200 KG but less than 600 KG of Hashish;
At least 20 KG but less than 60 KG of Hashish· Oil.

(S)

At least 700 G but less than 1 KG of Heroin
Level 28
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Opiates);
At least 3.S KG but less than S KG of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants);
At least 3S G but less than so G of Cocaine Base;
At least 700 G but less than 1 KG of PCP, or at least
70 G but less than 100 G of PCP (actual);
At least 700 G but less than 1 KG of Methamphetamine,
or at least 70 G but less than 100 G of Methamphetamine
(actual), or at least 70 G but less than 100 G of "Ice";
At least 7 G but less than 10 G of LSD
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II
Hallucinogens};
At least 280 G but less than 400 G of Fentanyl;
At least 70 G but less than 100 G of Fentanyl Analogue;
At least 700 KG but less than 1,000 KG of Marihuana;
At least 140 KG but less than 200 KG of Hashish;
At least 14 KG but less than 20 KG of Hashish Oil.

(6)

At least 400 G but less than 700 G of Heroin
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Opiates);
At least 2 KG but less than 3.S KG of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants) ;
5

Level 26

•

At least 20 G but less than 35 G of Cocaine Base;
At least ¢DO G but less than 700 G of PCP, or at
least 40 G but less than 70 G of PCP (actual);
At least 400 G but less than 700 G of Methamphetamine,
or at least 40 G but less than 70 G of Methamphetamine
(actual), or at least 40 G but less than 70 G of "Ice";
At least 4 G but less than 7 G of LSD
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II
Hallucinogens ) ;
At least 160 G but less than 280 G of Fentanyl;
At least 40 G but less than 70 G of a Fentanyl Analogue;
At least 400 KG but less than 700 KG of Marihuana;
At least 80 KG but less than 140 KG of Hashish;
At least 8 KG but less than 14 KG of Hashish Oil.
(7)

Level 24
At least 100 G but less than 400 G of Heroin
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Opiates);
At least 500 G but less than 2 KG of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants);
At least 5 G but less than 2.0 G of Cocaine Base;
At least 100 G but less than 400 G of PCP, or at
least 10 G but less than 40 G of PCP (actual);
At least 100 G but less than 400 G of Methamphetamine,
or at least 10 G but less than 40 G of Methamphetamine
(actual), or at least 10 G but less than 40 G of "Ice";
At least 1 G but less than 4 G of LSD
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II
Hallucinogens) ;
At least 40 G but less than 160 G of Fentanyl;
At least 10 G but less than 40 G of a Fentanyl Analogue;
At least 100 KG but less than 400 KG of Marihuana;
At least 20 KG but less than 80 KG of Hashish;
At least 2 KG but less than 8 KG of Hashish Oil.

(8)

Level 22
At least 70 G but less than 100 G of Heroin
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Opiates);
At least 350 but less than 500 G of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants);
At least 3.5 G but less than 5 G of Cocaine Base;
At least 70 G but less than 100 G of PCP, or at
least 7 G but less than 10 G of PCP (actual);
At least 70 G but less than 100 G of Methamphetamine,
or at least 7 G but less than 10 G of Methamphetamine
(actual), or at least 7 G but less than 10 G of "Ice";
At least 700 MG but less than 1,000 MG of LSD
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II
Hallucinogens);
At least 28 G but less than 40 G of Fentanyl;

•

•

6
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•

At
At
At
At

least 7 G but less than 10 G of a Fentanyl Analogue;
least
KG but less than 100 KG of Marihuana;
least 14 KG but less than 20 KG of Hashish;
least 1.4 KG but less than 2 KG of Hashish Oil." .

The Commentary to S2D1.1 captioned "ApJ!3lieation Pfoteo" io
amended by inoertiB!J the followin!J additional note:
"16.

In definin!J substantial income or resources the Court
should refer to the body of definitional law that has
developed
in
interpretin!J
Title
21
U.S.C.
S
848 (e) (2) (B).".

Section 3B1.2 is deleted in its entirety and the following
inserted in lieu thereof:
"§3Bl.2.

Mitigating Role
Based on the defendant's role in the offense,
decrease the offense level as follows:
If the defendant was a significantly minimal
participant in any criminal aeti·.. ity, decrease
by 6 levels.

•

If the defendant was a minimal participant in
any criminal activity, decrease by 4 levels.
If the defendant was a minor participant in
7

•

any criminal activity, decrease by 2 levels .
In cases falling between (a) and (b), decrease by 5
levels.
In cases falling between
levels.

and

decrease by 3

Commentary
Application Notes:
1.

This section provides a downward adjustment in offense
level for a defendant who has a
minimal
role (6 level reduction), a minimal role {4-level
reduction) or a minor role (2-level reduction) in the
criminal activity for which the defendant is accountable
under §lBl. 3 (Relevant Conduct) .
In cases falling
between (a) and (b) , a 5 level reduction is provided, and
in cases falling between (b) and (c), a 3-level reduction
is provided.

2.

•

•

comparison with the other participants in the criminal
activity for which the defendant is accountable pursuant
to §1B1.3 (Relevant Conduct). The fact that the conduct
of one participant warrants an upward adjustment for an
aggravating role (§3Bl.l) or warrants no adjustment, does
not necessarily mean that another participant must be
assigned a downward adjustment for a · mitigating
( sigaificantly miaimal, minimal, or minor) role. See the
definition of "participant" in Note 1 of §3Bl.l.
3.

Subsectioa (a) (6 level reduction) applies to a defendant
wilo plays a sigaificaatly miaimal role ia coacerted
activity.
To qualify for
minimal role
under subsectioa (a), tile defeadaat must be tile least
eelpable of tile participants ia tile criminal activity.
Such defeadaats ordiaarily must have all of tile
ellaracteristies consistent witil a
role listed
ia Note 6 and must be tile least culpable. If more tilan
one defendant equally qualifies as tile least culpable,
both defendants q1::1alify for tilis reductioa.

34.

Subsection (b) (4-level reduction) applies to a defendant
who plays a minimal role in concerted activity.
To
qualify for a minimal role adjustment under subsection
(b) , the defendant plaialy must be one of the least
8

•

culpable, but not the least culpable, of the participants
in t-he criminal activity.
Such defendants ordinarily
must have all of the characteristics consistent with a
mitigating (significantly minimal, minimal, or minor)
role listed in Note 6.
45.

To qualify for a minor role adjustment
(c) (2-level reduction), the defendant
one of the less culpable participants
activity, but have a role that cannot
minimal.

under subsection
plainly must be
in the criminal
be described as

The following is a non-exhaustive list of characteristics
that ordinarily are associated with a mitigating
(significantly minimal, minimal, or minor) role:
(a)
(b)
(c)

•

(d)

mitigating
role
in
tfie
offense
and
should
ordinarily not exceed $5,000 and generally should
be paid as a flat fee; and
defendant did not exercise any supervision over
other participant(s).

With regard to offenses involving contraband (including
controlled substances, a defendant who
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

•

the
defendant
performed
only
unskilled
and
unsophisticated tasks;
the defendant had no decision-making authority or
ib li

sold, or negotiated the terms of the sale of, the
contraband;
had an ownership interest in any portion of the
contraband;
financed any aspect of the criminal activity; or
transported contraband

shall not receive a mitigating (sigaifieantly minimal,
minimal , or minor) role adjustment below the Chapter Two
offense level that the defendant would have received for
the quantity of contraband that the defendant sold ,
negotiated, owned, or transported, or for that aspect of
the criminal activity that the defen.d ant financed
because, with regard to those acts, the defendant has
acted as neither a signifieaatly minimal, minimal, or
minor participant.
For example, a street dealer who
sells 100 grams of cocaine and who is held accountable
under §1B1.3 (Relevant Conduct) for only that quantity
shall not be considered for a mitigating (significantly
9

•

•

•

minimal, minimal, or minor)
role adjustment.
In
contrast, a street dealer who sells 100 grams of cocaine,
but who is held accountable, pursuant to §1B1.3, for a
jointly undertaken
criminal activity
involving 5
kilograms of cocaine may, if otherwise qualified, be
considered for a mitigating (significantly minimal,
minimal, or minor) role adjustment, but the resulting
offense level may not be less than the Chapter Two
offense level for the 100 grams of cocaine that the
defendant sold.
Consistent with the structure of the guidelines, the
defendant bears the burden of persuasion in establishing
entitlement to a mitigating (significantly minimal,
minimal, or minor) role adjustment.
In determining
whether a mitigating (significantly minimal, minimal or
minor) role adjustment is warranted, the court should
consider all of the available facts, including any
information arising from the circumstances of the
defendant's
arrest
that
may
be
relevant
to
a
determination of the defendant's role in the offense. In
weighing the totality of the circumstances, a court may
consider a defendant's a .s sertion of facts that supports .
a mitigating role adjustment.
However, a court. is not
required to find, based solely on the defendant '.s bare
assertion, that such a role adjustment is warranted.
Background: This section provides a range of adjustments for
a defendant who plays a part in committing the offense that
makes him substantially less culpable than the average
participant.
The determination whether to apply subsection
(a), subsection (b) or subsection (c), or an intermediate
adjustment, involves a determination that is heavily dependent
upon the facts of the particular case." .

10
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PRACTITIONERS ADVISORY GROUP - MODIFIED AMENDMENT #39
I

.-

,

(Changes noted are relative to the version of amendment
published in the Federal Register at the request of
Practitioners Advisory Group}
39 .

#39
the

Synopsis of Proposed Amendment: This amendment reduces the
maximum offense level for drug quantity from 42 to
(36
was the maximum offense level in the original sentencing
guidelines);
additional
for weapon
usage, principal oxyan.i'sers of large seale organieations, and
obtaining substantial resources from engaging in tfic criminal
activity by a defendant h"itfl an aggravating role; places a cap
on the offense level for defendants with mitigating roles;
reduces the offense levels associated with higher drug
quanti ties by 2 levels; provides a greater reduction for a
significantly minimal participant; and provides additional
guidance for the determination of mitigating role. (Related
amendment proposals: 8, 9, 48, and 60).

Proposed Amendment:
Section 2Dl . l (a) ( 3)
inserting the following at the end:

is

amended

by

"Provided, that if the defendant qualifies for a mitigating
role adjustment pursuant to §3B1.2 (Mitigating Role) and -the offense involves any of the controlled substances listed
the base offense level shall not exceed level 32:

(ii) the offense involves only controlled substances other
than those listed in subdivision (i) above, the base offense
level shall not be greater than level 24."

•

Provided,
that if the offense involves any controlled
substance other than those listed in subparagraphs (a) through
1

•

(g) above, aHd the defeHdaHt qualifies for a mitigatiHg role
adjl:lSt!!!ent,. pl:lrsuaHt to §3Bl. 2 (HitigatiHg Role) , the base
offeHse level shall Hot be greater thaH level 24.
If aH
offeHse iavolves both the above listed eoHtrolled Sl:lbstaHces
aHd other coHtrolled Sl:lbstaHces, apply the offeHse level
specified ia the Drl:lg Ql:laatity Table set forth ia Sl:lbsectioa
(c) belo\J, bl:lt the base offeHse level shall Hot exceed 32 if
the defeadaat qualifies for a mitigatiag role adjl:lstmeat
pursl:laHt to §3B1.2 (HitigatiHg Role).".
Section 2D1.1(b) is deleted and the following inserted in lieu
thereof:
"(b) Specific Offense Characteristics

•

•

(1)

If a dangerous weapon (including a firearm) was
actl:lally possessed by the defeadaat, or the
defeHdaHt iHdl:lced or directed aHother participaHt
to actually possess a daagerol:ls weapoa, increase by
2 levels.

(2)

If a dangerous weapon (including a firearm) was
actually braadished or displaye? or fired
by
the defendant, or the defendant 1nduced or d1rected
another participant to braHdish, display, or fire
dangerous weapon, increase by 4 levels .

-8+

If a daagerol:ls weapoa (iacll:ldiHg a firearm) was
actl:lally l:lSed by the defeadaat and as a resl:llt
someoae other thaa the defeadaat received serious
bodily
or if the defeHdant iHdl:lced or
directed aHOther participaat to USe a daagerOl:lS
weapoH aHd someoHe other thaH that participaHt
received seriol:ls bodily iajl:lry, or if the defeadaat
created a Sl:lbstaatial ris1t of death or seriol:ls
bodily iajl:lry, or iadl:lced or directed aaother
participaat to participate ia activity that created
a sl:l:bstaatial rislt of death or seriol:ls bodily
If the defendant is convicted of violating 21
U.S.C. § 960(a) under circumstances in which (A) an
aircraft
other
than
a
regularly
scheduled
commercial air carrier was used to import the
controlled substance, or (B) the defendant acted as
a pilot, copilot, captain, navigator, flight
officer, or any other operation officer aboard any
craft or vessel carrying a controlled substance,
increase by 2 levels.
If the resulting offense
level is less than level 26, increase to level 26 .
2

•

(S) If the defendant was the principal organizer or
- ·
of criminal activity tfiat invol•ved 15 or
more participants, increase by 2 levels.
(6)

If the defendant engaged in criminal activity from
wfiieh he obtained substantial income or resources,
and tfie defendant qualifies for an aggravating role
adjustment pursuant tO S3Bl.l (Aggravating Role),
increase by 2 levels.".

Section 2D1.1(c) is amended by deleting subdivisions 1-11; by
renumbering subdivisions 12-19 as 9-16; and by inserting the
following as subdivisions 1-8:

•
ni,<f 2¥ At least 30 KG

•

of Heroin
Level 36
Schedule I or II Opiates) ;
of Cocaine (or the
r II Stimulants);
Cocaine Base;
of PCP, or at least
P (actual) ;
Methamphetamine, or at
of Methamphetamine

(or the
At least 150 KG
equivalent amount
At least 1.5 KG
At least 30 KG
3 KG
At least 30 KG
least 3
(actual), or at
least 3 KG
At least 300 G
(or the equ
At

Ii2

:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;;:;:;:;:;•

other Schedule I
•

..•••: .•.

3

"

of Fentany 1 ·
I

•

At
At
At
At
(3 )

At least 10 KG but less than 30 KG or more of
Level 34
Heroin (or the equivalent amount of other
Schedule I or II Opiates);
At least SO KG but less than 150 KG of Cocaine
{or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants);
At least 500 G but less than 1.5 KG of
Cocaine Base;
At least 10 KG but less than 30 KG of PCP,
or at least 1 KG but less than 3 KG of PCP (actual);
At least 10 KG but less than 30 KG of
Methamphetamine, or at least 1 KG but less than
3 KG or more of Methamphetamine (actual), or at
least 1 KG but less than 3 KG or more of "Ice";
At least 100 G but less than 300 G or more of LSD
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II
Hallucinogens);
At least 4 KG but less than 12 KG or more
of Fentanyl;
At least 1 KG but less than 3 KG or more of
a Fentanyl Analogue;
At least 10,000 KG but less than 30,000 KG or
more of. Marihuana;
At least 2,000 KG but less than 6,000 KG or
more of Hashish;
At least 200 KG but less than 600 KG or more
of Hashish Oil .

(3)

At least 3 KG but less than 10 KG of Heroin
Level 32
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I
or II Opiates) ;
At least 15 KG but less than 50 KG of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I
or II ·stimulants};
At least 150 G but less than 500 G of Cocaine Base;
At least 3 KG but less than 10 KG of PCP, or at
least 300 G but less than 1 KG of PCP (actual);
At least 3 KG but less than 10 KG of Methamphetamine,
or at least 300 G but less than 1 KG of Methamphetamine
(actual}, or at least
300 G but less than 1 KG of "Ice";
At least 30 G but less than 100 G of LSD
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II
Hallucinogens) ;
At least 1.2 KG but less than 4 KG of Fentanyl;
At least 300 G but less than 1 KG of Fentanyl Analogue;
At least 3,000 KG but less than 10,000 KG of Marihuana;

•

•

least
lea&t:
least
least

4

•

•

•

At least 600 KG but less than 2,000 KG of Hashish;
At leaat· 60 KG but less than 200 KG of Hashish Oil .
(4)

Level 30
At least 1 KG but less than 3 KG of Heroin
Schedule
(or the equivalent amount of other
I or II Opiates);
At least 5 KG but less than 15 KG of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants);
At least 50 G but less than 150 G of Cocaine Base;
At least 1 KG but less than 3 KG of PCP, or at
least 100 G but less than 300 G of PCP (actual);
At least 1 KG but less than 3 KG of
Methamphetamine, or at least 100 G but less
than 300 G of Methamphetamine (actual), or
at least 100 G but less than 300 G of "Ice";
At least 10 G but less than 30 G of LSD
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II
Hallucinogens);
At least 400 G but less than 1.2 KG of Fentanyl;
At least 100 G but less than 300 G of a Fentanyl Analogue;
At least 1,000 KG but less than 3,000 KG of Marihuana;
· At least 200 KG but less than 600 KG of Hashish;
At least 20 KG but less than 60 KG of Hashish Oil.

(5)

Level 28
At least 700 G but less than 1 KG of Heroin
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Opiates) ;
At least 3.5 KG but less than 5 KG of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants);
At least 35 G but less than 50 G of Cocaine Base;
At least 700 G but less than 1 KG of PCP, or at least
70 G but less than 100 G of PCP (actual);
At least 700 G but less than 1 KG of Methamphetamine,
or at least 70 G but less than 100 G of Methamphetamine
(actual), or at least 70 G but less than 100 G of "Ice";
At least 7 G but less than 10 G of LSD
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II
Hallucinogens) ;
At least 280 G but less than 400 G of Fentanyl;
At least 70 G but less than 100 G of Fentanyl Analogue;
At least 700 KG but less than 1,000 KG of Marihuana;
At least 140 KG but less than 200 KG of Hashish;
At least 14 KG but less than 20 KG of Hashish Oil.

(6)

At least 400 G but less than 700 G of Heroin
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Opiates);
At least 2 KG but less than 3.5 KG of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants);
5

Level 26

•

At least 20 G but less than 35 G of Cocaine Base;
G but less than 700 G of PCP, or at
At
least 40 G but less than 70 G of PCP (actual);
At least 400 G but less than 700 G of Methamphetamine,
or at least 40 G but less than 70 G of Methamphetamine
(actual), or at least 40 G but less than 70 G of "Ice";
At least 4 G but less than 7 G of LSD
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II
Hallucinogens);
At least 160 G but less thah 280 G of Fentanyl;
At least 40 G but less than 70 G of a Fentanyl Analogue;
At least 400 KG but less than 700 KG of Marihuana;
At least 80 KG but less than 140 KG of Hashish;
At least 8 KG but less than 14 KG of Hashish Oil.
(7)

Level 24
At least 100 G but less than 400 G of Heroin
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Opiates) ;
At least 500 G but less than 2 KG of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants);
At least 5 G but less than 2D G of Cocaine Base;
At least 100 G but less than 400 G of PCP, or at
least 10 G but less than 40 G of PCP (actual);
At least 100 G but less than 400 G of Methamphetamine,
or at least 10 G but less than 40 G of Methamphetamine
(actual), or at least 10 G but less than 40 G of "Ice";
At least 1 G but less than 4 G of LSD .
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II
Hallucinogens) ;
At least 40 G but less than 160 G of Fentanyl;
At least 10 G but less than 40 G of a Fentanyl Analogue;
At least 100 KG but less than 400 KG of Marihuana;
At least 20 KG but less than 80 KG of Hashish;
At least 2 KG but less than 8 KG of Hashish Oil.

(8)

Level 22
At least 70 G but less than 100 G of Heroin
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Opiates);
At least 350 but less than 500 G of Cocaine
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule
I or II Stimulants);
At least 3.5 G but less than 5 G of· Cocaine Base;
At least 70 G but less than 100 G of PCP, or at
least 7 G but less than 10 G of PCP (actual);
At least 70 G but less than 100 G of Methamphetamine,
or at least 7 G but less than 10 G of Methamphetamine
(actual) , or at least 7 G but less than 10 G of "Ice";
At least 700 MG but less than 1,000 MG of LSD
(or the equivalent amount of other Schedule I or II
Hallucinogens);
At least 28 G but less than 40 G of Fentanyl;

•

•
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•

•

At
At
At
At

least 7 G but less than 10 G of a Fentanyl Analogue;
leasb
KG but less than 100 KG of Marihuana;
least 14 KG but less than 20 KG of Hashish;
least 1 . 4 KG but less than 2 KG of Hashish Oil." .

(9 )

The Cemmeataey te S2D1 . 1 eaptieaed "Applicatiea !fetes" is
amended by inserting the following additional note :
"16. Ia defiaiag subotaatial inceme or reoeurces the Ceurt
sheuld refer to the bedy ef defiaitioaal law that has
developed
in
iaterpreting
Title
21
U. S.C.
S
848(c) (2) (B).".

Section 3B1.2 is deleted in its entirety and the following
inserted in lieu thereof:
"§3B1.2.

Mitigating Role
Based on the defendant's role in the offense,
decrease the offense level as follows:
If the defeadaat was a sigaificantly minimal
participant ia aay crimiaal activity, decrease
by 6 levels.

•

If the defendant was a minimal participant in
any criminal activity, decrease by 4 levels.
If the defendant was a minor participant in
7

•

any criminal activity, decrease by 2 levels .
In eases falling between (a) and (b) , decrease by 5
levels.
In

cases falling between ::.::·::·:·:. .;.:-. and

levels.

decrease by 3

Commen tary
Application Notes:
1.

This section provides a downward adjustment in offense
level for a defendant who has a significantly ffiinimal
role (6 level reduction), a minimal role (4-leve l
reduction ) or a minor role (2-level reduction) i n t he
criminal activity for which the defendant is accountable
under §lBl . 3 (Relevant Conduct) .
In cases falling
between (a) and (b) , a 5 level reduction is provided, and
in eases falling between (b) and (e), a 3-level reduction
is provided.

2.

•

comparison with the other participants in the criminal
activity for which the defendant is accountable pursuant
to §1Bl.3 (Relevant Conduct). The fact that the conduct
of one participant warrants an upward adjustment for an
aggravating role (§3Bl.l) or warrants no adjustment, does
not necessarily mean that another participant must be
assigned a downward adjustment for a mitigating
(significantly minifftill, minimal, or minor) role. See the
definition of "participant" in Note 1 of §3Bl.l .
3.

SubsectioB (a) (6 · level reductioB) applies to a defendant
wfl:o plays a oigaifieaatly minifftill role ia coacerted
activity.
'l"o
fer significantly minift\ill role
uader subsectioa (a), the defeadant must be the least
culpable of the participants in the criminal activity.
Sucft defeadaats ordinarily must Rave all of the
characteristics consistent with a mitigating role listed
in Note 6 and must be the least culpable. If more than
Ofte de£eftdafte eqtlally qualifiee ae the leaet culpable,

both defendants

34.

•

for this reduction.

Subsection (b) (4-level reduction) applies to a defendant
who plays a minimal role in concerted activity .
To
qualify for a minimal role adjustment under subsection
(b) , the defendant plainly must be one of the least
8

•

culpable, but not the least culpable, of the participants
itl · tne criminal activity .
Such defendants ordinarily
must have all of the characteristics consistent with a
mitigating (significantly minimal, minimal, or minor)
role listed in Note 6.
45.

To qualify for a minor role adjustment
(c) (2-level reduction), the defendant
one of the less culpable participants
activity, but have a role that cannot
minimal.

56-.

The following is a non-exhaustive list of characteristics
that ordinarily are associated with a mitigating
(significantly minimal, minimal, or minor) role:
(a)
(b)

(c)

the
defendant
performed
only
unskilled
and
unsophisticated tasks;
the defendant had no decision-making authority or
responsibility;

•

With regard to offenses involving contraband (including
controlled substances, a defendant who
(a)

{b)
{c)
{d)

•

.rfae ,•; ;

'""'or ga ia
reali2ed by those persons who do not have a
mitigating
role
in
the
offense
and
should
ordinarily not exceed $5,000 and generally should
be paid as a flat fee; and
defendant did not exercise any supervision over
other participant(s).
•

(d)

under subsection
plainly must be
in the criminal
be described as

sold, or negotiated the terms of the sale of, the
contraband;
had an ownership interest in any portion of the
contraband;
financed any aspect of the criminal activity; or
transported contraband
..:.d.<0/.Y:.;.»;.;.;.;.;.;.;i)

shall not receive a mitigating (significantly minimal,
minimal, or minor) role adjustment below the Chapter Two
offense level that the defendant would have received for
the quantity of contraband that the defendant sold,
negotiated , owned, or transported, or for that aspect of
the criminal activity that the
financed
because, with regard to those acts, the defendant has
acted as neither a sigaificaatly minimal, minimal, or
minor participant.
For example, a street dealer who
sells 100 grams of cocaine and who is held accountable
under §1B1.3 (Relevant Conduct) for only that quantity
shall not be considered for a mitigating (significantly
9
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•

•

•

miaimal, minimal, or minor ) role adjustment.
In
contrast, a street dealer who sells 100 grams of cocaine,
bat' who is held accountable, pursuant to §1B1.3, for a
jointly undertaken criminal
activity
involving
s
kilograms of cocaine may, if otherwise qualified, be
considered for a mitigating (sigaifieaatly miaimal,
minimal, or minor) role adjustment, but the resulting
offense level may not be less than the Chapter Two
offense level for the 100 grams of cocaine that the
defendant sold.
Consistent with the structure of the guidelines, the
defendant bears the burden of persuasion in establishing
entitlement to a mitigating (sigaifieaatly miaimal,
minimal, or minor) role adjustment.
In determining
whether a mitigating (sigaificaatly miaimal, minimal or
minor) role adjustment is warranted, the court should
consider all of the available facts, including any
information arising from the circumstances of the
defendant's
arrest
that
may
be
relevant
to
a
determination of the defendant's role in the offense. In
weighing the totality of the circumstances, a court may
consider a defendant's assertion of facts that supports
a mitigating role adjustment.
However, a court_ is not
required to find, based solely on the defendant '.s bare
assertion, that such a role adjustment is warranted.
Background: This section provides a ra.n ge of adjustments for
a defendant who plays a part in committing the offense that
makes him substantially less culpable than the average
participant.
The determination whether to apply subsection
(a), subsection (b) or subsection (c), or an intermediate
adjustment, involves a determination that is heavily dependent
upon the facts of the particular case." .

10
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•

The u.s. Postal Service respectf ully submits its comments
on the 1993 proposed guidelin e amendme nts. As an overview ,
we disagree with the proposed guidelin es on money launder ing (Arnepdment 20) and the guidelin e comment ary on public
trust (Amendment 23), and request the adoption of the proposed amendme nts submitte d by the Postal Service relating
to the theft of mail (Amendment 44 )., and the public trust
enhancem ent for offenses committe d by postal employe es
(Amendment 46). In addition , we strongly urge the Commission to conside r the future formula tion of a "multip le
victim" adjustm ent guidelin e (Amendment 45). Our comments
are explaine d more fully in the followin g:
Proposed Amendment 20, S 2S1.1, S 251.2. We
disagree with the proposed revision s to the
money launderi ng guidelin e based on the
statutor y purpose of lB u.s.c. SS 1956, 1957.
The legislat ive intent of these statutes is
to create a separate crime offense to deter
crimina ls from attempti ng to profit from their
illegal activiti es and to impose a higher
penalty for this type of crimina l miscond uct.
To accompl ish this, the statutes prescrib e
crimina l penaltie s separate from and higher
than those of the underlyi ng crimina l offense
which gave rise to the monies, property or
proceeds involved in the money launderi ng .
This legislat ive intent would in effect be
vitiated by the revision to the guidelin e.
Because the underlyi ng offense and the money
launderi ng are two separate crimes, we believe
the guidelin es should likewise maintain this

•

•

•
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separateness and that the concept of "closely
related" offenses should not apply. The commentary of the proposed guideline also draws
a distinction which is not supported by the
legislative intent or statutory definitions of
"actual money laundering" as compared to "other
money laundering." Simply stated, we believe
if the government proves the elements of the
statute, the defendant should be sentenced
accordingly, without a further analysis of
the criminal intent by the sentencing court.
In view of our concerns with these proposed
amendments, we support the existing guidelines
which provide for a separate and higher offense
level for money laundering not tied to the
offense level of the specified unlawful
activity. For the above reasons, the Postal
Service endorses the position of the Department
of Justice to maintain higher levels for money .
laundering offenses •
Proposed Amendment 23, S 3Bl.3. We disagree
1\-with this proposed amendment's application to
employees of the Postal Service, and submit in
the alternative a revision to the commentary
portion of this section which would make the
public trust guideline specifically applicable
to postal employees (Amendment 46). Historically, postal employees have held a special
fiduciary relationship with the American public
because their personal corresponden ce is
entrusted to the care and custody of the
agency. This special trust is corroborated
in the oath of employment and the long-standing
federal criminal statutes which relate to the
theft or obstruction of mail and embezzlement
which apply exclusively to postal employees.
In addition, these types of crimes significantly impair the Postal Service function and
negatively impact on the public's trust in the
institution.
Our proposed revision to the commentary would
make the public trust guideline apply to
employees of the Postal Service sentenced for
theft or obstruction of United States Mail,
(18 u.s.c. SS1703, 1709); embezzlement of
Postal Service funds {18 u.s.c. S1711); and

•
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theft of Postal Service property (18 u.s.c.
§§1707, 641). To make this amendment comport
to guideline commentary format, the statute
citations are deleted. Application Note 1 is
amended by inserting the following paragraph at
the end:
"This adjustment, for example, will
apply to postal employees who abuse
their position to steal or obstruct
u.s. Mail, embezzle Postal Service
funds, or steal Postal Service
property."

•

•

It is our opinion the enhancement is justified .because these crimes disrupt an important
governmental function--the nation's postal
system--as prescribed in§ 5K2.7. Moreover, ...
without the offense enhancement provided by
·
§ 3B1.3, the monetary value of the property
damaged or destroyed may not adequately reflect
the extent of the harm caused by the offense
under similar rationale discussed in S 2B1.3,
comment (n.4). For example, the theft or
destruction of mail by employees of the Postal
Service necessarily impacts numerous victims ,
while the total dollar loss may be minimal.
Our proposal clarifies that the special trust
relationship a postal employee has with the
public and its written correspondence is significantly different from that of the employment
relationship of the ordinary bank teller as
cited by example in S3B1.3, comment (n.1), of
the current guideline. Adoption of our proposed amendment would also provide for consistency in the application of this guideline in
light of several court decisions, United
States v. Milligan, 958 F.2d 345 (11th C1r.
1992) (court held that a postal clerk who
embezzled funds had occupied a position of
trust); United States v. Lange, 918 F.2d 707
(8th Cir. 1990) (postal employee who had access
to certified and Express Mail was in a position
of trust); United States v. Arrington, 765 F.
Supp. 945 (N .D.Ill 199l)(a casual mail handler

•
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was not in a trust position), and obviate the
need of detailed analysis by the court of the
specific duties and responsibili ties of the
defendant as qualifying the particular position
occupied as one of "public trust."
Proposed Amendment 44, S 2Bl.l(b)(4). The
current guidelines applicable to mail theft
are based on the dollar value of the loss.
Although the guideline increases the offense
level if mail is involved, we do not feel
this adequately addresses the seriousness of
the offense and its impact on the victims and
on the essential governmental function of
mail delivery. The proposed amendments take
these factors into consideratio n by initially
increasing the offense level to a level 6,
and then adding the appropriate level increase
correspondin g to the total dollar loss associated with the theft. In order to conform with
similar guideline language, the amendment
should be reworded to read:
"If undelivered United States Mail
was taken, increase by two levels.
If the offense is less than level 6,
increase to level 6."
In addition to this amendment to the mail theft
guideline, we have proposed S 2Bl.l(b)(B) to
address theft schemes involving large volumes
of mail. Frequently, these volume thefts are
conducted as a gang-related crime to steal
the mail and then fraudulently negotiate or
use those items contained within. In most
instances, a substantial volume of stolen mail
is necessary to obtain a minimal number of
checks, credit cards, negotiable instruments
or other items of value. The dollar loss of
these types of thefts does not accurately
reflect the scope of the crime in terms of the
number of victims affected and the operations
of the government's postal system. Our proposed amendment would address the more serious
nature of these schemes to steal large volumes
of mail by increasing the offense level to a 14 .

•• .'1
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March 15, 1993
The Honor able William W. Wilkins, Jr., Chairm an
Memb ers of the U.S. Sentencing Commission
United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
Washington, D.C. 20002-8002
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Dear Chairm an Wilkins and Memb ers of the Commission:
t
The Edison Electric Institute ("EEl") is grateful for the opport unity to presen
cing
senten
comme nts to the Commission on the propos ed amend ments to the
99
guidelines. 1 EEl is the association of electric companies. Its memb ers serve
y.
industr
the
of
nt
percen t of all customers served by the investor-owned segme
y and
They genera te approximately 78 percen t of all the electricity in the countr
are
ers
memb
Its
service 76 percen t of all ultimate customers in the nation.
s.
pervasively regula ted at the federal and state level in all aspects of their busines
ees
These electric utilities range in size from ones employing less than 100 employ
have a
to ones employing more than 10,000 employees. Our memb er compa nies
the
to
ments
amend
ed
real and direct interes t in the conten t of the propos
individual guidelines given enforc ement trends toward the prosec ution of
corpor ate manag ers and supervisors.

I.

Amendment No. 23, Abuse of Position of Trust

ed amend ment to§ 3B1.3 (Abuse
The Commission invites comme nt on a propos
2
of Position of Trust or Use of Special Sldl1). The propos ed amend ment
attemp ts to reform ulate the definition of what constitutes a "special trust."

•

1 Senten cing Guidelines for United States Courts; Notice, 57 Fed. Reg.

62,832 (Decem ber 31, 1992)( herein after "Notice") .
2 Amend ment No. 23, Notice at 62,842 .

•
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EEl believes that the proposed application note focuses too narrowly on a
person's status in the employment context. In relevant part, the proposed note
provides that:
"Special trust" refers to a position of public or private
trust characterized by professional or managerial
discretion (i.e., substantial discretionary judgment that
is ordinarily given considerable deference). Persons
holding such positions ordinarily are subject to
significantly less supervision than an employee whose
responsibilities are primarily ministerial in nature.

•

EEl recommends that the reference to "professional or managerial discretion" be
eliminated from the proposed amendment. This reference is likely to confuse a
sentencing court because it focuses on employment-related abuses of trust and
does not mention non-employment abuses of trust. There are numerous situations
where a personal "special trust" is violated (for example, sexual abuse of a child by
a relative or clergyperson). But such situations are not reflected in the proposed
amendment.
Furthermore, the proposed amendment suggests that persons in professional or
managerial positions in companies generally are in positions of trust that would
warrant a sentence enhancement, provided that their positions "contributed in
some significant way to facilitating the commission or concealment of the offense."
This seems too casual a linkage between a person's status in a company and
enhancement of that person's sentence. At a minimum, there should be some
intent by an individual to use a position of special trust to further commission or
concealment of an offense before this forms the basis for enhancing their
sentence.
The proposed application note also should be clarified to ensure that the provision
does not automatically imbue corporate managers with an aura of "special trust."
For example, a corporate manager who is responsible for compliance with a
particular area of the law should not be in a position of special trust with respect
to violations of other areas of the law. The proposed amendment should require
that the individual be in a position of special trust directly relevant to the
underlying offense before this sentence enhancement is applicable.

•

Also, the trust should be one owed to the victim of the offense for which a
sentence is being imposed, and should be reasonably relied on by the victim in the
context of the offense. Corporate managers should not be liable for a perceived

•
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special duty owed to the general public by them or their corporation. The special
trust should arise directly between the individual and the victim of the crime
before it can lead to sentence enhancement.
For all of these reasons, EEl would recommend the following as an alternative to
Amendment No. 23:
"Special trust" refers to violation of a duty of trust between the
defendant and the victim or victims of an offense for which a
sentence is being imposed. The duty of trust may arise from a
fiduciary relationship or a position of substantial discretionary
judgment that is legitimately given considerable deference by the
victim. (In an employment context, such positions ordinarily are
subject to significantly less supervision than those held by employees
whose responsibilities are primarily ministerial in nature.) For this
enhancement to apply, the violation of the duty of trust must have
contributed in some significant way to facilitating the commission or
concealment of the offense and not merely provided an opportunity
that could have been afforded to other persons. Also, the defendant
must have intended or known that the victim would rely on the duty
of trust, and the victim must in fact have reasonably relied on that
duty, in a way that contributed to the commission or concealment of
the offense.

•

Issue For Comment No. 24 and Amendments Nos. 31 and 47,
Substantial Assistance to Authorities

II.

The Notice also contains an issue for comment and two proposed amendments
regarding the elimination from § 5Kl.1 of the requirement that the government
make a motion requesting a departure from the guidelines before allowing a court
to reduce a sentence as a result of substantial assistance by the defendant in the
investigation or prosecution of another person.3 EEl answers the question for
comment in the affirmative and supports Amendments Nos. 31 and 47, which
would allow the court to consider a departure from the guidelines for substantial
assistance provided by a defendant at its own discretion, and urges the

•

3

Issue For Comment No. 24 and Amendments Nos. 31 and 47, Notice at
62,842, 62,848, and 62,853, respectively.

•

•
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Commission to adopt the same amendment to § 8C4.1 of the Guidelines, which is
the same provision as it applies to organizations.
There is a significant ·potential for unfairness when the prosecutor is given
complete control over substantial assistance departures. Furthermore, the
substantial assistance departure is currently the only ground for departure from
the guidelines that requires a government motion before the court may consider it.
Even if the amendment is adopted and a court is allowed to consider the issue at
its own discretion, the government will still be the principal source of evidence
regarding whether "substantial assistance" was in fact provided by the defendant.
But prosecutors should not have sole discretion whether to raise the issue of
substantial assistance for a court's attention, especially given that a prosecutor's
exercise of this discretion generally is unreviewable. In order for this section to
achieve its goal of encouraging defendants to aid law enforcement authorities in
the prosecution of offenses, defendants must perceive that the section will be fairly
applied. This requires courts to be able to consider the issue of substantial
assistance of their own accord and in response to motions by defendants as well as
in response to motions by prosecutors.
On a related subject, the limitations suggested by Issue for Comment No. 24 (i.e.,
must be a first offender and no violence must be associated with the offense) are
unnecessary. . Courts should be allowed to consider substantial assistance by
defendants in all cases where such assistance has been rendered. First offender
status and non-violent nature of the crime should be left as facts to be taken into
account at the discretion of the court. They should not be used as a basis for
universally limiting consideration of substantial assistance.

As noted above, § 8C4.1 of the Guidelines contains language that applies to the
sentencing of organizations analogous to that contained in § 5Kl.l, and it contains
the identical governmental motion requirement. The purpose of the sections is
the same. Therefore, an amendment to one should prompt an amendment to the
other, as there is no policy justification for doing otherwise. Thus, EEl urges the
Commission to strike the government motion requirement from both § 5Kl.l and
§ 8C4.1 of the guidelines.

•

III. Issue For Comment No. 30, Departures
Amendment No. 30 requests comment as to whether the language in Chapter
One, Part A4(b) may be read to be overly restrictive of a court's ability to depart

•
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from the guidelines.4 EEl supports the suggestion made by the Committee on
Criminal Law of the Judicial Conference of the United States that the language
contained in Part A4(b) should be changed to the extent that it discourages
departures by encouraging courts of
to find that sentences that depart
from the guidelines are "unreasonable."
While the language of Part A4(b) concedes that the initial guidelines will be the
subject of refinement over time, and that the departure policy was adopted
because "it is difficult to prescribe a single set of guidelines that encompasses the
vast range of human conduct potentially relevant to a sentencing decision[,]" the
language that follows nevertheless suggests that departures from the guidelines are
improper.6 The courts must be allowed to exercise reasonable judgment with
respect to application of the guidelines, and must not be required to adhere
inflexibly to specified types of departures and departure levels. At a minimum,
EEl recommends that Part A4(b) be amended to strike the last sentence of the
fourth paragraph and the last sentence of the fifth paragraph .

Issue For Comment No. 32, First Time Offenders

IV.

The Commission has requested comment as to whether it should promulgate an
amendment that would allow a court to impose a sentence other than
imprisonment in the case of a first offender convicted of a non-violent or
otherwise non-serious offense.7 EEl believes that there should be a specific
provision for departures in the sentencing of first offenders of non-violent
offenses. Judges need this departure to prevent the possibility of offenders
receiving punishment that does not fit the crime. This departure should be
accomplished through providing an additional ground for departure in Chapter
Five, Part K.

4

Issue For Comment No. 30, Notice at 62,848.

5 Letter of Vincent L. Broderick, Chairman, Committee on Criminal Law of

•

the Judicial Conference of the United States, to the Honorable William W.
Wilkins, Jr., dated November 30, 1992.
6 Federal Sentencing Guidelines Manual (1992 Ed.) at 6 .

7 Issue For Comment No. 32, Notice at 62,848.
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V.

Amendment No. 45, Multiple Victims

The United States Postal Service
that the Commission create in Chapter
Three, Part A, a new victim-related general adjustment to take into account
increased harm caused when there is more than one victim.8 The proposed
amendment is as follows:

If the offense affected more than one victim, increase
the offense level by 2 levels. If the offense affected
100 victims or more, increase the offense by 2 levels
for every 250 victims.
No. of victims

•

Increase in offense level

2-99
100-349
350-649
more than 650

2
4
6
8

The Postal Service specifically recommended that this departure be included as a
victim-related adjustment applicable to all offenses involving multiple victims
rather than limited to specific types of offenses.9
First of all, courts need to look to the statute and regulations that define the
offense for which a defendant is being sentenced to determine whether "number
of victims" is a relevant factor in sentencing. If the statute or regulations identify
factors for the court to consider in setting the level of fine or imprisonment for an
offense, and do not list "number of victims" as a relevant factor, it may not be
appropriate for the court to consider. Furthermore, even if number of victims is a
relevant factor, in many cases it will have been addressed by the prosecutor
bringing multiple counts against the defendant. For the court to enhance the
defendant's sentence based on "number of victims" in such cases would be to
penalize the defendant twice for the same conduct.

•

8

Amendment No. 45, Notice at 62,853.

9 Letter to the Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr. from Chief Postal Inspector

K.J. Hunter, dated November 27, 1992.
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In addition, EEl is concerned that the proposed amendment would prove too
vague and, thus, difficult for sentencing courts to apply. Specifically, the proposed
amendment does not define under what circumstances an "affected" party would
be deemed a victim or the degree to which a party would have to be "affected" in
order to be deemed a victim. In this regard, EEl is particularly concerned about
the impact of the proposed amendment on persons convicted of offenses involving
the environment. In such cases, more than one individual may be affected by an
offense, but this may not correlate to degree of actual harm experienced by any of
those individuals, and the effects may be an indirect consequence of the conduct
for which the defendant is being sentenced.

•

Moreover, unlike other adjustments in Chapter 3, Part A -- vulnerable victims,
official victims, and restraint of victims -- the proposed amendment deals not with
knowing conduct aimed at particular victims but with possible unforeseen impacts
on unintended victims. While such an adjustment may be desirable when applied
to specific offenses, particularly offenses intended to affect multiple victims, its
application across a wide variety of offenses without such constraints would inject
an unacceptable degree of uncertainty into the sentencing process.
Therefore, EEl recommends that the Commission reject the proposed amendment
as being too broad and ill-defined. At a minimum, the Postal Service should be
required to identify the types of offenses directly of concern to it in proposing the
amendment, and the amendment should be limited to those types of violations.
Also, even as to those types of violations, the Commission needs to provide
guidance about who qualifies as a victim. Furthermore, courts should be
instructed to consider whether "number of victims" is relevant under the statute
and regulations being enforced and given the facts of the case, including the
number of counts brought by the prosecutor and the defendant's state of mind in
committing the offense.
Thank you for considering our views on these matters.
Very truly yours,

FED E RAL PUBLIC DEFENDER
ROOM 174. U .S . COURTHOUSE
MINNEAPOLIS. MN 55401

DANIEL M. SCOTT
•

•EOERAL PUBLIC DEFENDER ,

- .

SCOTT F . TIL.SEN

PHONE: (6121 348 · 1755
<FTSI 777 · 1755
FAX : ( 612 1 348·14 19

KATHERIAN 0 . ROE

<FTS I 777·141 9

ANOREW H . MOHR I NG
ANOREA K . GEORGE
ROBERT 0 . RICHMAN

March 10, 1993
United states Sentencing Commission
ATTN: PUBLIC INFORMATION
One Columbus circle North East
Suite 2-soo - south Lobby
Washington, D.C. 20002 - 8002
Re:

Comment on Proposed Amendments

To The Honorable United States Sentencing Commission:

•

I write to you, in as brief a form as possible, to express my
comments on the proposed amendments in the sentencing guidelines.
The fact that I am an assistant federal public defender for
approximatel y 13 years makes me both a well informed and biased
source, of which I am sure you are cognizant.
I applaud and encourage the thought and effort made to amend the
loss tables and deal with the problem of more "than minimal
planning" insofar as it has resulted in disparate treatments and a
considerable amount of litigation. With respect to the additional
issues for comment in this section , I definitely believe that the
loss tab l es s hould have fewer and larger ranges in the lower ends.
The loss tables at the higher ends are so large as to be beyond my
experience and have no opinion as to whether they need adjustment .
Although more work would need to be done, I would encourage the
Commission to modify the definition and appr oach to a more than
minimal planning enhancement as opposed to building it into the
loss table or , alternatively , bui lding it into the loss table
further from the bottom r anges, maintaining the lesser enhancement
as long as possible and perhaps adding a thir d and additional level
increase at the far end.
With respect to redefining more than minimal planning, I do have
some suggestions:

•

1.

Build in a two level decrease for spur of the moment or
sudden temptation conduct;

•

•

•
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2.

Do not provide for multiple victim enhancement until the
number of victims has reached an appreciably large level
i.e. 15 or 2 o and perhaps make this enhancement an
additional one or two levels at an additionally large
number such as 40 or 50;

3.

Require, by example, truly more than the ordinary conduct
to commit the offense before an enhancement is added.
Few if any types of fraud or theft escape the current
definition.

The proposal with respect to u.s.s.G. § 3Bl.2 (role in the offense)
is also an improvement.
I would suggest option one is the most
preferable of the options under Note 7 reading as follows: Option
1 is prefered because it affords the sentencing judge the most
flexibility in determining whether or not to apply the two level
adjustment for minor role and, unlike option 2, does not repeat the
Application Note position contained in Note 8 concerning burden of
pursuasion .
The firearms amendments are mostly technical and it would be useful
for the Commission to have a period where it does not amend the
firearms
guideline.
I
do
believe
that
an
appropriate
differentiation can be made between different weapons including
weapons that fall within 26 u.s.c. § 5845 and its various
subdivisions.
Whether the differentiation should be made by
different offen·se levels, by placement of the sentence within a the
guideline range, or by a Commission-guided departure, depends on
the weapon involved . It would seem that a fully automatic machine
gun is different from a sawed- off shotgun which is different from
a sawed- off rifle which is different from other weapons such as
tear gas "pen guns," all of which are p r ohibited in Title 26.
I have no great critism of the proposed amendment § 3Bl.3 abuse of
position of special trust or use of special skill .
However,
perhaps the time has come to separate these two concepts into
separate adjustment sections. It would seem to me be best to leave
special trust as a Chapter 3 adjustment with appropriate
illustrations in the application notes rather than adding it as a
specific offense characteristic in a hit or miss fashion to various
guidel i nes re l ating to fraud or embezzlement or in general to the
embezzlement guideline.
Certainly the proposed amendment is
superior to the additional issue for comment, particularly as it
relates to deleting the example regarding "ordinary bank tellers".
The proposal relating to 5Kl . l - issue 24 - will apply to very few
cases if it is intended to exclude "crimes of violence" where that
concept includes drug offenses.
It also has limited usefulness
because of the exclusion of anyone who is not a "first offender".

•
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At least it should include all category I offenders and perhaps all
category I and category II offenders . The injustice which it is
intended to address is not related or necessarily related to
whether the defendant is category I or category VI, but the
proposal is at least some improvement over the current requirement
for a government motion .
I should add with respect to § SK that I have, as have other
attorneys, experienced cases in which this proposed amendment could
well have made a difference.

•

•

With respect to the proposal number 25 relating to § 6Bl .2 the idea
is commendable. Perhaps a stronger word than "encourages" should
be utilized. I would suggest a policy statement that requires the
government to make such the disclosures at either option point and
provides as a ground for downward departure the intentional failure
of the government to do so. Experiences has taught that toothless
platitudes rarely modify prosecutoria l behavior in an adversary
system.
The Commission should act on issue for comment number 40 relating
to the mandatory minimum and distinction between cocaine and
cocaine base.
Significant support exists not only from the
interjection of the commissions expertise, but also other sectors
of the criminal justice system for the elimination of this
distinction.
Proposed numbers 44, 45 and 46 are all poor ideas, poor policy, and
should not result in favorable action.
They would increase
unwarranted disparities and would not further the purposes of
sentencing indicated by Congress.
Proposal number 57 submitted by the Department of Justice should
not be acted upon. It is an attempt to accomplish exactly the
opposite of what it purports to do.
The Department of Justice
obviously intends to utilize its proposed amendment, if it becomes
the guideline, as the Commission's position which ought to be
followed by the Courts in prohibiting attacks on prior convictions.
It is my understandin g that the Commission wishes to take no
position and allow the courts to develop their own procedures. If
the Commission does intend to take a position on this procedural
question, it should study the matter, invite additional comment,
and it is hoped, ultimately recommended that the courts permit
collateral attacks on prior convictions utilized to enhance
sentences .

•
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I had promised to make this letter brief. There are many other
things I could or should say, but will not. I will say that the
last two cycles of amendments have been encouraging insofar as they
have addressed problems of harshness and not simply been "fixes" of
guidelines which appear to be too low to some other components of
the criminal justice system.

SCOTT F.
Assistant Federal Defender
SFTjtmw

•

•

•

National Association
of Manufacturers
James P. Carty

Vice President, Government Regulation,
Competition & Small Manufacturing

March 4, 1993
The Honorable William Wilkins
Chairman
United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
Washington, D.C. 20002-8002
Dear Chairman Wilkins:
On behalf of the more than 12,000 members of the National Association of_
Manufacturers (NAM), we are submitting this comment letter in response to a request for
comments that appeared in the December 31, 1992, Federal Register. We have_confined our
comments to Amendments# 23, 24, 31, 45 and 47.

*
•

Amendment # 23 -- Abuse of Position of Trust
It appears the intent of the amendment is to clarify that the Abuse of Position of Trust
(Sec. 3B1.3) adjustment should be used only in certain narrow circumstances. As drafted, it
is not clear the amendment achieves that goal. We believe the amendment wrongly focuses
on the employment sphere to define the process of determining special trust cases. Although
there are cases involving defendants who have abused their managerial or professional
discretion, there are any number of cases outside the employment realm involving abuse of
special trust. For example, sexual abuse of a minor by a "big brother" or "big sister" would
clearly violate a special trust as would similar abuse of a parishioner by a clergyman, or a
boy scout by his troop leader. None of these examples falls directly within the workplace,
yet each plainly implicates relationships of special trust. To use the employment situation as
a global explanation of abuse of special trust is, therefore, potentially confusing and could be
misleading to a court. As an alternative, we recommend the following.

•

" 'Special trust' refers to a position of public or private trust characterized by
substantial discretionary judgment that is ordinarily given considerable
deference. Positions of special trust are often within an employment context
involving professional or managerial discretion, but may frequently fall outside
the employment context. For this section to apply, the position of special trust
must have contributed in some substantial way to facilitating the commission
or concealment of the offense. This section will apply to a narrow class of

1331 PemtSylv:uua Avenue, NW, Suite 1500
DC 2000-'·1703
(202) 637-30-'7; Fa.l: (202) 637-3182
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where the trust relationship is special and where breach of that trust is
ordinarily met with heightened societal opprobrium."
Amendments # 24, 31 and 47 -- Substantial .Assistance to Authorities
Each of these amendments raises the legitimate issue of whether the government
should be interposed as a "gatekeeper" between the defendant and the court on questions of
fact bearing on sentence administration. At present, the question of whether the defendant
has rendered substantial assistance to authorities can be placed before the court if and only if
the government so moves. This ground for departure stands alone in requiring a government
motion to put the issue before the court.
The NAM believes there is no compelling reason to treat this basis for departure
different from all others. Although we are unaware of any empirical evidence suggesting
that wrongdoing is occurring to an appreciable degree, the current system holds the potential
for abuse. The prosecutor can act arbitrarily and capriciously toward the defendant, and can
erect unreasonably high hurdles for agreeing to move for a reduction of sentence. It strikes
us that the possibility for abuse is sufficiently great so as not to outweigh any countervailing
need to retain the government in the role of "gatekeeper."

•

It is not sufficient to argue, furthermore, that the exclusive government motion is

\..,.
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necessary because the government's testimony is crucial in arriving at a factual determination
that the defendant has rendered substantial assistance. Current guidelines provide that
"[s]ubstantial weight should be given to the government's evaluation of the extent of the
defendant's assistance." Sec. 5K1.1, comment (n.3). There is thus an existing mechanism
that assures that departures will occur only in cases where there is sufficient evidence that the
defendant has in fact rendered substantial assistance.
To preclude abuse and assure fairness, the court should be permitted in all cases to
consider a motion to depart by the defense as well as the government. We therefore believe
that either amendment# 31 or 47 will accomplish the goal but that amendment# 24 is overly
narrow in its application and would exclude such motions in far too many deserving cases.
Amendment # 45 Multiple Victims

•

Amendment # 45 would establish a new adjustment based upon the number of persons
"affected" by the offense. We oppose its adoption. The language of the amendment is
exceedingly and dangerously vague and the amendment introduces a novel concept into
sentencing policy that is of questionable wisdom. Is an "affected" party a victim? Can one
be "affected" and not be a victim? What is the definition of "affected." Can it entail
emotional effects?

•
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ic. Punishment based on
Focusing on the consequences of an offense is problemat
the criminal justice system and, as a
. unforeseeable outcomes wrongly interjects chance into
Cases involving multiple victims
result, undermines the purpose of sentencing guidelines.
increasing the number of counts
are currently, and should continue to be, dealt with by
l)(fa mper ing With Consumer
leveled against the defendant. See, e.g., Sec. 2Nl. l(d)(
Products).
can be of any assistance in
We appreciate having the opportunity to comment. If we
the future, please do not hesitate to call on us.
Sincerely,

P. Carty
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Re:

1993 Prop osed Amen dmen ts

Dear Cha irman Wilk ins:
I wish you and the Comm ission and the Judi cial
Work ing Grou p a prod uctiv e Marc h 8th conf eren ce.
I subm it here with comm ents on the prop osed
As alwa ys, silen ce is
amendment s for t he 1993 c ycle .
of the fo l low-ing:
more
ambi guou s and may sign ify one or
more
to other s
defe renc e
no opin ion;
app rova l ;
st
almo
One
.
know ledge abl e ; no expe rienc e ; no clue nses : everv one
respo
over ridin g cons idera tion gove r ns my
only
comp la ins when chan ges occu r and ther efor e" e, we
Thos
.
made
abso lut e l y nece ssary chan ges shou ld be
ard
rec ogniz e by the vagu e notio n of " cons ensu s, " untow
in
d
aine
cont
appe llate atten tion , and by the insig hts
."
comment s by Sent encin g Comm ission " consu mers
On sepa r ate page s, then , numb ered to matc h with
e (1)
the numb er of t he prop osed amen dmen t, I comm ent wher
that
ain
I cann ot r estr ain myse lf; (2) wher e I feel cert
;
rded
reas ona ble mi nds wi ll diff er and I want my vote reco
need
(3) wher e I feel qual ified to take issue with the for
for a ny change a t al l ; and , (4) wher e I disa gree
r e ason s s t ated .
I f a ny memb er of the Com miss ion/s taff revie wing
.
t hese r emar ks wish es furth er expl anat ion , plea se call
Sinc erely ,

•

836-2055

I 799-2055

Judg e Billy w. Wilk ins, Jr.
Chair man
u. s. sente ncin g comm issio n
one Colum bus circ le, N.E. , ste. 2-soo
Wash ingto n, D.C. 2000 2-800 2

•

I

Alice mari e H. Stot ler
Unite d sta tes Distr ict Judg e

•

l

-
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Amendment 27

This is a vote for the Synopsis.
I have not the
time,
or skill to spin out each proposed
change; but I like what the synopsis says it will do.
These giant "healing" amendments are going to be
scarce, I hope.
Now that ' the Section 3582(c) "Motions
for Modification" are upon us (primarily on account of
the
additional
level
for
early
acceptance
of
responsibility -- which motions, of course, do not beget
sentence modification), the prospect of tinkerings with
numerous substantive offense levels makes me nervous .

••
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United states Sentencing Commission
ATTN: PUBLIC INFORMATION
One Columbus circle North East
suite 2-soo - South Lobby
Washington, D.C. 20002-8002
Re:

Comment on Proposed Amendments

To The Honorable United States Sentencing Commission:
I write to you, in as brief a form as possible, to express my
comments on the proposed amendments in the sentencing guidelines.
The fact that I am an assistant federal public defender for
approximately 13 years makes me both a well informed and biased
source, of which I am sure you are cognizant .
I applaud and encourage the thought and effort made to amend the
loss tables and deal with the problem of more " than minimal
planning" insofar as it has resulted in disparate treatments and a
considerable amount of litigation. With respect to the additional
issues for comment in th i s section, I definitely believe that the
loss tables should have fewer and larger ranges in the lower ends.
The loss tables at the higher ends are so large as to be beyond my
experience and have no opinion as to whether they need adjustment.
Although more work would need to be done, I would encourage the
Commission to modify the definition and approach to a more than
minimal planning enhancement as opposed to building it into the
loss table or, alternativel y, building i t into the loss table
furthe r from the bottom r anges, maintaining the lesser enhancement
as long as possible and perhaps adding a third and additional level
increase at the far end .
With respect to redefining more than minimal planning, I do have
some suggestions:
1.

Build in a two level decrea se for spur o f the moment or
sudden t e mptation conduct;

United States Sentencin g Commissio n
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2.

Do not provide for multiple victim enhanceme nt until the
number of victims has reached an appreciab ly large level
i.e. 15 or 20 and perhaps make this enhanceme nt an
additiona l one or two levels at an additiona lly large
number such as 40 or so;

3.

Require, by example, truly more than the ordinary conduct
to commit the offense before an enhanceme nt is added.
Few if any types of fraud or theft escape the current
definitio n.

The proposal with respect to u.s.s.G . § 3Bl.2 (role in the offense)
is also an improveme nt. I would suggest option one is the most
preferabl e of the options under Note 7 reading as follows: Option
1 is prefered because it affords the sentencin g judge the most
flexibilit y in determinin g whether or not to apply the two level
adjustmen t for minor role and, unlike option 2, does not repeat the
Applicatio n Note position contained in Note 8 concernin g burden of
pursuasio n.
The firearms amendment s are mostly technical and it would be useful
for the Commissio n to have a period where it does not amend the
do believe that an appropria te
I
firearms guideline .
different iation can be made between different weapons including
weapons that fall within 26 u.s.c. § 5845 and its various
Whether the different iation should be made by
subdivisio ns.
different offense levels, by placement of the sentence within a the
guideline range, or by a Commissio n-guided departure , depends on
the weapon involved. It would seem that a fully automatic machine
gun is different from a sawed-off shotgun which is different from
a sawed-off rifle which is different from other weapons such as
tear gas "pen guns," all of which are prohibite d in Title 26.
I have no great critism of the proposed amendment § 3Bl.3 abuse of
However,
position of special trust or use of special skill.
perhaps the time has come to separate these two concepts into
separate adjustmen t sections. It would seem to me be best to leave
special trust as a Chapter 3 adjustmen t with appropria te
illustrati ons in the applicatio n notes rather than adding it as a
specific offense character istic in a hit or miss fashion to various
guideline s relating to fraud or embezzlem ent or in general to the
Certainly the proposed amendment is
embezzlem ent guideline .
superior to the additiona l issue for comment, particula rly as it
relates to deleting the example regarding "ordinary bank tellers".
The proposal relating to SKl.l - issue 24 - will apply to very few
cases if it is intended to exclude "crimes of violence" where that
It also has limited usefulnes s
concept includes drug offenses.
becaus_e of the exclusion of anyone who is not a "first offende r" .
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At least it should include all category I offenders and perhaps all
category I and category II offenders. The injustice whi ch it is
intended to address is not related or necessarily related to
whether the defendant is category I or category VI, but the
proposal is at l east some improvement over the current requirement
for a government motion .
I shoul d add with respect to § SK that I have, as have other
attorneys, experienced cases in which this proposed amendment could
well have made a difference .
With respect to the proposal number 25 relating to § 6Bl . 2 t he idea
is commendable. Perhaps a stronger word than "encourages" should
be utilized. I would suggest a policy statement that requires the
government to make such the disclosures at either option point and
provides as a ground for downward departure the intentional failure
of the government to do so. Experiences has taught that toothless
platitudes rarely modify prosecutorial behavior in an adversary
system.
The Commission should act on issue for comment number 40 relating
to the mandatory minimum and distinction between cocaine and
cocaine base.
Significant support exists not only from the
interjection of the Commissions expertise, but also other sectors
of the criminal justice system for the elimination of this
distinction.
Proposed numbers 44, 45 and 46 are all poor ideas , poor pol icy , and
should not result in favorable action .
They would increase
unwarranted dispari ties and would not further the purposes of
sentencing indicated by Congress.

*

Proposal number 57 submitted by the Department of Justice should
not be acted upon. It is an attempt to accomplish exactly the
opposite of what it purports to do.
The Department of Justice
obviously intends to utilize its proposed amendment , if it becomes
the guideline, as the Commission's position which ought to be
followed by the Courts in prohibiting attacks on prior convi ctions .
It is my understanding that the Commission wishes to take no
position and allow the courts to develop their own procedures . If
the Commission does intend to take a position on this procedural
question , it should study the matter, invite additional comment,
and it is hoped, ultimately recommended that the courts permit
collateral attacks on prior convictions utilized to enhance
sentences .

United States Sentencing Commission
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I had promised to make this letter brief. There are many other
things I could or should say, but will not. I will say that the
last two cycles of amendments have been encouraging insofar as they
have addressed problems of harshness and not simply been "fixes" of

guidelines which appear to be too low to some other components of

the criminal justice system.

--£

____

Assistant Federal Defender
SFT/tmw
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January 26, 1993
The Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr.
Chairman
United States Sentencing Commission
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W .
Suite 1400
Washington, D. C. 20004
Dear Judge Wilkins:
Bill Osteen, Jr., has discussed with me his letter to you
regarding the Section 4B1.1 career offender enhancement.
I would
like to second his proposal that the Government give notice that
such an enhancement may be applied.

•

This would facilitate frank discussion between attorneys and
their clients and between attorneys and U.S. Attorneys seeking to
resolve cases .
As Bill notes, the Government has better and easier access to
a defendant's record and this disclosure would not be an undue
burden.
Sentences fashio ned under the Guidelines are sufficiently
stunning without the surprise application of this enhancement.
Anything the Commission might do to alleviate this situation would
be helpful to all parties concerned.
Very truly yours,

& LANDRETH
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Janua ry 15, 1993

The Honorable William W. Wilkins , Jr.
Chairman
United States Se ntencing Commissio n
1331 Pennsylva nia Avenu e , N. W.
suite 1400
Washingto n, D. c. 20004
Dear Judge Wilkins:

•

Not too long ago while I was st i ll enga ged in
def e n s e practice I r ea lized tha t the "career offender
guideline " pos ed a r eal diff iculty in dealing with my
I s hould h a v e mentione d it t o the Se nt e ncing
clients .
Commis s ion at the time , but for s ome re as on fa i l e d to do
so .
It was i nteresting recently to find that my son,
I asked him to
Bill, has run i nto the s ame d i fficulty.
write for your considera tion. He has done so and after
reading his letter, I have no additiona l comments except
that I concur completel y with his analysis of th e problem
This should not i mpose an
and suggested solution.
additiona l effort upon the U. s. Attorne y, but eve n if it
does, when compared to the treme ndous a dverse effect on
the defendant under the system, it seems that such effort
could be justified .
Please give the enclosed letter the considera tion
which it richly deserves .
Thanks for all the good efforts your Commissio n
brings to the sentencin g process.
Sincerely ,
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January 13 , 1993

H ER MA N AMASA SMITH
OF COUNSE L

The Honorable William w. Wilkins, Jr.
Chairman
United States Sentencing
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1400
Washington, DC 20004
Dear Judge Wilkins:

•

· I am writing to request that the Sentencing Commission
consider ame nd i ng the guidelines to correct what I believe is a
difficult, if not unfair, situation under the career offender
guideline .
Section 4B1 . 1 of the guidelines deals with the career
offender. The penalties pursuant to that section result in greatly
increased guideline ranges for certain defendants . It is my belief
that a defendant should be given notice by the government prior to
entry of plea or trial if such penalties may be imposed.
This
could be done pursuant to a framework similar to that required
under 21 U.S . C. §841 and §851 for enhanced penalties.
I bring this to the Commiss i on because of a recent difficulty
encountered in one of my own cases.
My client was charged with
bank robbery.
My preliminary calculations led me to believe a
sentencing range of six to eight years was possible, unless the
career offender enhancement applied. If applicable, my defendant's
sentence could be in the 17 to 20 year range , close to the maximum
possible.
I was unable to advise my client effectively with
respect to his alternatives.

•

Knowledge of a defendant's prior criminal record is a matter
almost exclusively within the government's control prior to trial
or plea. Neither a criminal defendant nor his counsel have access
to resources such as the NCIC or other records of criminal
convictions. Most defendants, as a practical matter, do not have
a clear recollection ·o f prior convictions . There is not ·sufficient
time, prior to trial or plea , for a de f ense attorn e y to accurately
investigate p r ior records particularly if a defendant has lived i n
anothe r juris diction .

•
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I recognize that the guideline s treat a defendant that accepts
Neverthel ess, acceptanc e is a factor
responsib ility favorably .
determine d following entry of a plea ; a defendant is not assured of
that reduction . Realistic ally, most defendant s want to understan d
their maximum exposure in making a decision as to whether to plead
or go to trial . Defense counsel wants to inform the defendant of
his alternativ es to the fullest extent possible.
Although the enhanced penalties pursuant to 21 u . s.c. §841
increase the minimum and maximum sentences applicabl e, I believe
the notice theory contained therein should apply to §4Bl.l as well.
There is no practical distinctio n between §841 and §4Bl.l.

•

One of the problems defense attorneys run into if they
recognize that the career offender provision s apply is that often
a defendant cannot believe or accept their applicabi lity after
Notice by the governmen t prior to entry of a
being so advised.
plea would alleviate that problem, at least in part .
Second, when a defendant is caught by surprise at the career
offender adjustmen t in the presenten ce report, he is often
antagonis tic to both his lawyer and the system, and will
I believe a notice
subsequen tly seek appellate or other relief.
a defendant
giving
by
problem
this
alleviate
would
requireme nt
penalty.
stricter
the
of
advance notice
Rather than cause more cases to go to trial, I believe prior
notice of a career offender enhanceme nt will induce more defendant s
It would give a defendant a tangible reason to
to cooperate .
such a sentence .
receive
will
believe he
Even in cases in which the governmen t failed to notify a
defendant , criminal history points would be assessed to take into
account the convictio ns; a trial court could depart upward if the
career offender guideline was not noticed based on the trial
I believe the trial court should have some
court's discretio n .
discretio n in dealing with these sentences .

•

It is my belief that such a provision of notificati on would
promote more fairness in the criminal process, and lead to more
informed pleas.
I further believe that such notice could be given with
Usually
relatively little 'extra work' by the United states.
's
defendant
a
governmen t agents will make some effort to ascertain

•
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record during the investigation.
Following indictment, the
probation office investigates a defendant's record for purposes of
pretrial release.
These probation records may or may not be
disclosed to the defendant; if disclosed, they have to be returned
to that office immediately following the detention hearing.
The
United States Attorney can order an NCIC check; any information
contained therein which is unclear can be checked out quickly
through law enforcement resources.
I realize courts have generally held that application of the
career offender guidelines is not a basis for the defendant to
withdraw his plea. I do not believe that such a holding means the
current system cannot be changed to promote additional fairness .
My bank robbery case is awaiting resolution.
I am still
uncertain as to whether the career offender adjustment will apply.
Before entry of the plea, the government ordered an NCIC check, but
would not voice an opinion on the applicability of the career
offender adjustment.
One conviction noted a burglary arrest but
said "adj . wth. "
I contacted an attorney in Florida; their
investigator could only find four adult convictions which did not
give rise to the .career offender adjustment. My client assures me
he only has one adult felony conviction for a crime of violence or
drug offense.
I remain uncertain.
We will wait and see.

••

Thank you for your time and consideration .
Sincerely,

I· l I ; .
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William L. Osteen, Jr .
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Before the
UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION
One Columbus Circle, N.E., Suite 2-500
Washington DC 20002-8002
Attention: Public Information

In the Matter of
Proposed Amendment of the Sontencing
Guidelines for the United states, Section
2F2.1, Applicable to Violations of the
Computer Fraud and Abuse Act
TO:

The Commission
COMMENTS OF THE SOCIETY FOR ELECTRONIC ACCESS

The Society for Electronic Access ("SEA") submits these
comments in the above-captioned proceeding, which concerns tho
proposed amendments to the United States Sentencing Guidelines
•

("U.s.s.G. ") concerning Computer Fraud and Abuse (57 Fed. Reg .

62832 (1992) (to be codified at
Dec. 31, 1992)].

u.s.s.G

sec. 2F2.1) (proposed

We strongly urge you not to adopt these

amendments because the penalties specified therein are unduly
harsh, overly broad, and vague.
These amendments violate due process by providing harsher
penalties for activities more properly related to computing than
to crime.

For example, proposGd U.S.S.G. sec. 2F2.1.b.1 states:

"If the defendant altered information, increase by 2 levels"
where alteration is defined in Commentary #9 as including:

••
I

" ••• all changes to data, whether the defendant added,
deleted, amended or destroyed any or all of it."
Jt is almost impossible to use a computer without performing

one or more of these functions.

Me rely logging o n to another

•

definition of alteration because this changes

computer

the information kept in its system logs, even if the user never
requested that a specific fila or record ba accessed.
Furthermore, the effect of these data alterations may not be
directly related to severity of a crime: if a voyeur looks at
protected files and leaves a note telling that he or she was
there, that is very different from a vandal's deletion of a
credit file.

Yet, under these amendments both situations are

treated as activities of equal seriousness.

It is absurd to

think that the alteration itself, absent other factors, requires
an increase in the severity of the minimum sentence, or that all
alterations affect criminality equally.

•

These amendments violate due process by including overly
broad standards for determining the severity of a crime.
example, proposed

For

u.s.s.G. sec. 2F2.l.b.5 states:

"If an offense was committed for the purpose of malicious
destruction or damage, increase by 4 levels ."

where malicious destruction or damage, as defined in Commentary
#ll:
"· •• includes injury to business and personal
reputations."
The effect of so broad a category of activity being contained in
a single sentencing adjustment would be to group the trivial with
the heinous, and punish them equally.

Breaking into a person's

computer account and publicly posting information which disrupts
his or her ability to conduct business is very different matter

•
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and publicly posting materials from that person's

account that simply make the person look foolish, yet the
amendment groups these actions together as offenses of equal
seriousness.
Furthermore, this language allows for the punishment of
speech without requiring a determination that the speech does not
enjoy the protection ot the First Amendment.

The supreme court

has always erected extremely stringent standards for the kinds of
spee ch that can be found unprotected by the First Amendment, and
these amendments to the Sentencing Guidelines err by allowing
speech to be punished if it is found to damage someone's
"personal reputation" under less stringent standards of proof,

•

which would be introduced at the sentencing, rather than at the
trial its elf .
These amendments violate due process by mandating overly
harsh punishments.
past

To use an example derived from the recent
v.

denied, 484 U.S .

House, Sll F.2d 90 {2d Cir . ), £ert.

890 (1987)), if a defendant (willfully and for

the purposes o! commercial advantage or private financial gain)
wrote something for publication which included sections of J.D.
Salinger's private correspondence, the defendant could be
convicted of criminal copyright infringement, and fined.

u.s.c.

sec. 506 and 18

u.s.c.

sec. 2319.

See 17

It stretches the

imagination, however, to suggest that if the defendant had either
obtained or distributed these materials electronically, no matter

•

how limited the scope of the distribution, this copyright
-
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infringerneat· would be transformed into a crime so severe that the
defendant would, as a first time offender, face a sentence of
fifteen to twenty-one (15-21) months in prison.
Proposed u.s.s.G. sec. 2F2.l.b.2 states:
" ••• if the defendant disclosed protected information to the
public by means of a general distribution system, increa se
by six levels."
where the definition of "general distribution system" as defined
in Commentary #10 includes:
" ••• electronic bulletin board and voice mail systems,
newsletters and other publications, and any other form of
group dissemination, by any means."
These amendments sugges t that crimes for which the trial
judge has heretofore had the l a titude to impose probationary

•

sentences or fines or both must now receive minimum sentences
harsher than those mandated by the Federal Sentencing Guideline s
for assault where the use of a dangerous weapon was threatened
(U.S.S.G. sec . 2A2.3.a.l], sexual abuse of a ward (U.s.s.G. sec.

2A3.3.9.a] or trespassing on government property with a firearm

[U.S.S.G. sec. 2B2.3.B.1- .2].

Of all the potential violations

of due proces s contained in these amendments, this potential for
mandating unduly harsh sentences is the most shocking and the
most clear.
In President Clinton's statement, "Technology for America's
Economic Growth: A New Direction to Build Economic Strength" he
says "Government telecommunication and information policy has not
kept pace with new developments in telecommunications and
computer technology.
•

As a res u lt , government regulations ha ve
- 4 -
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tended to inhibit competition and delay deployment of new
-

technology."

0

These amendments are part ot that problem.

By simultaneously rendering the Guidelines both harsher and
more vague, thasa amendments would create a chilling effect on
perfectly legal uses of computers by private citizens, by
creating an environment in which the potential criminality of an
action would be impossible to ascertain in advance.
the

SEA

Therefore,

strongly urges you not to adopt the amendments to United

states Sa ntencing Guidelines proposed at 57 Fed. Reg. 62832.
Respectfully submitted,

•

Society for Electronic Access
C/o Steven E. Barber
595 West End Avenue, Apt . 90
New York, New York 10024
(212) 787-8421

seaepanix.com
Simona
Alexis
Daniel
Steven

Nass, President
Rosen, Vice-President
Lieberman, Treasurer
E. Barber, Secretary

Board of Directors:
Stacy Horn, Chair
Joseph King
John McMullen
Simona Nass
E. Lance Rose
Alexis Rosen
Paul Wallich
Date:
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Peter Bachman
145 State Street
saratoga springs, NY 12866
pbachman@skidmore. edu

Andrew R. Funk
Chair, Radio Amateur
Telecommunications Society
14-23 31st Avenue Apt. 4A
Astoria, NY 11106-4559

Jim Baumbach
162 West 13 St.
NY, NY 10011.
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John Gilmore
Co-founder
Electronic Frontier Foundation
PO Box 170608
San Francisco, CA 94117
gnu@toad.com

Rod Bicknell,
3451 Giles Place, M-13,
Bronx, NY 10463 1
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Mike Godwin
Legal services Counsel
Electronic Frontier Foundation
238 Main Steet, 4th Floor
cambridge, MA 02142
617-576-4510
mnemonic@eff.org

Eric Braun
691 Union Street
Brooklyn, New York 12215
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Steven Cherry
Manager
Publishing Technologies
Elsevier Science Publishing
co., Inc •

John aawkinson
1200 Warburton Ave, #57
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jhawk@panix.com

9 E 16th St #3B

New York NY 10003
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Brendan Kehoe
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Mara Chibnik
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NY, NY 10025
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David s. Koosis
Director of Technical Services
Instructional Systems Company,
Inc.
14 East 4th Street, Suite 602
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Michael Cosaboorn
Interactive Telecommunications
Program
New York University
441 1st Street #lR
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J.J. (Jean-Jacques) Larrea
Studion Soft Industries
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Electronic Frontier
Foundation, Inc.

666 Pennsylvania Avenue SE
Suite 303
Washington, DC 20003
Phone: (202)544-9237
Fax: (202)547-5481
Internet: jberman@eff.org

March 15, 1993
United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, NE
Suite 2-500, South Lobby.
Washington, DC 20002-9002
Attention: Public Information
Re:

•

•

Proposed Amendent #59 to the Sentencing Guidelines for
United States Courts, which creates a new guideline applicable
to violations of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1988 (18
u.s.c. 1030)

Dear Commissioners:
The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) writes to state our
opposition to the new proposed sentencing guideline applicable to
violations of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1988, 18 U.S.C.
1030 (CFAA). We believe that, while the proposed guideline
promotes the Justice Department's interest in punishing those who
engage in computer fraud and abuse, the guideline is much too harsh
for first time offenders and those who perpetrate offenses under the
statute without malice aforethought. In addition, promulgation of a
sentencing guideline at the present time is premature, as there have
been very few published opinions where judges have issued
sentences for violations of the CFAA. Finally, in this developing area
of the law, judges should be permitted to craft sentences that are just
in relation to the facts of the specific cases before them .

•

•

The Proposed- Guideline Is Too Harsh .
The proposed CFAA sentencing guideline, with a base offense level of
six and innumerable enhancements, would impose strict felony
liability for harms that computer users cause through sheer
inadvertence. This guideline would require imprisonment for first
time offenders who caused no real harm and meant none. EFF is
opposed to computer trespass and theft, and we do not condone any
unauthorized tampering with computers -- indeed, EFF's unequivocal
belief is that the security of private computer systems and networks
is both desirable and necessary to the maintenance of a free society.
However, it is entirely contrary to our notions of justice to brand a
computer user who did not intend to do harm as a felon. Under the
proposed guideline, even a user who painstakingly attempts to avoid ·
causing harm, but who causes harm nonetheless, will almost
assuredly be required to serve some time in prison.
The proposed guideline, where the sentencing judge is given no
discretion for crafting a just sentence based on the facts of the case,
is too harsh on less culpable defendants, particularly first time
offenders. As the Supreme Court has stated, the notion that a
culpable mind is a necessary component of criminal guilt is "as
universal and persistent in mature systems of law as belief in
freedom of the human will and a consequent ability and duty of the
normal individual to choose between good and evil." Morissette v.
United States, 342 U.S. 246, 250 (1952). In the words of another
court, "[u]sually the stigma of criminal conviction is not visited upon
citizens who are not morally to blame because they did not know
they were doing wrong." United States v. Marvin, 687 F.2d 1221,
1226 (8th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 460 U.S. 1081 (1983).
There Is Not Yet Enou2h Caselaw to Warrant a Guideline.
The Sentencing Commission itself has recognized the importance of
drafting guidelines based on a large number of reported decisions.
In the introduction to the Sentencing Commission's Guidelines
Manual, the Commission states:

•

The Commission emphasizes that it drafted the initial
guidelines with considerable caution. It examined the
many hundreds of criminal statutes in the United States
Code. It began with those that were the basis for a

•

signific_ant number of prosecutions and sought to place
them in a rational order. It developed additional
distinctions relevant to the application of these
provisions, and it applied sentencing ranges to each
resulting category. In doing so, it relied upon preguidelines sentencing practice as revealed by its own
statistical analyses based on summary reports of some
40,000 convictions, a sample of 10,000 augmented presentence reports, the parole guidelines, and policy
judgments.
United States Sentencing Commission, Guidelines Manual, Chap. 1,
Part A (1991).

•

•

At the present time, there are only five reported decisions that
mention the court's sentencing for violations of the Computer Fraud
and Abuse Act. See, United States v. Lewis, 872 F.2d 1030 (6th Cir.
1989); United States v. Morris , 928 F.2d 504 (2d Cir. 1991), cert.
denied, 112 S. Ct. 72 (1991); United States v. Carron, 1991 U.S, App.
LEXIS 4838 (9th Cir. 1991); United States v. Rice, 1992 U.S. App.
LEXIS 9562 (1992); and United States v. DeMonte, 1992 U.S. App.
LEXIS 11392 (6th Cir. 1992). New communications technologies, in
their earliest infancy, are becoming the subject of precedent-setting
litigation. Overly strict sentences imposed for computer-related
fraud and abuse may have the effect of chilling these technologies
even as they develop. Five decisions are not enough on which to
base a guideline to be used in such an important and growing area of
the law.
The Commission itself has recognized that certain areas of federal
criminal law and procedure are so new that policy statements, rather
than inflexible guidelines, are preferable. See, e.g., United States
Sentencing Commission, Guidelines Manual, Chap. 7, Part A (1990)
(stating the Commission's choice to promulgate policy statements,
rather than guidelines, for revocation of probation and supervised
release "until federal judges, probation officers, practitioners, and
others have the opportunity to evaluate and comment. . . . "). A
flexible policy statement, rather than a specific sentencing guideline,
is a more appropriate way to handle sentencing under the Computer
Fraud and Abuse Act until there has been enough litigation on which
to base a guideline .

•

•

Jud2es Must Be Permitted to Craft Their Own Sentences for Cases
Involving -Spedal Circumstances.
Individual sentencing decisions are best left to the discretion of the
sentencing judge, who presumably is most familiar with the facts
unique to each case. To promulgate an inflexible sentencing
guideline, which would cover all crimes that could conceivably be
prosecuted under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, is premature
at this time.
As discussed above, there have only been five reported decisions
where the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act has been applied. In
three of these reported CFAA cases, the judges involved used their
discretion and fashioned unique sentences for the defendants based
on the special facts of the case. See, Morris, 928 F.2d at 506 (where
· the judge placed Defendant Morris on probation for three years to
perform 400 hours of community service, ordered him to pay fines
of $10,050, and ordered him to pay for the cost of his supervision at
a rate of $91 a month); Carron at 3 (where the judge found that
Defendant Carron's criminal history justified a sentence of 12 months
incarceration followed by 12 months of supervised release and
restitution to the two injured credit card companies); and DeMonte at
4 (where the trial court judge hel9 that Defendant DeMonte's
"extraordinary and unusual level of cooperation" warranted a
sentence of three years probation with no incarceration). Judges
must be permitted to continue fashioning sentencing that are just,
based on the facts of a specific case.
Computer communications are still in their infancy. Legal
precedents, particularly the application of a sentencing guideline to
violations of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, can radically affect
the course of the computer technology's future, and with it the fate
of an important tool for the exchange of ideas in a democratic society.
When the law limits or inhibits the use of new technologies, a grave
injustice is being perpetrated. The Electronic Frontier Foundation
respectfully asks the Commission to hold off promulgating a
sentencing guideline for the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act until
there are enough prosecutions on which to base a guideline .

•

•

Thank yojl -in. advance for your thoughtful consideration of our
concerns. We would be pleased to provide the Commission with any
further information that may be needed.
Sincerely yours,

Shari Steele
Staff Attorney

•

•

The Electronic Frontier Foundation is a privately funded, tax-exempt,
nonprofit organization concerned with the civil liberties, technical
and social problems posed by the applications of new computing and
telecommunications technology. Its founders include Mitchell Kapor,
a leading pioneer in computer software development who founded
the Lotus Development Corporation and developed the Lotus 1-2-3
Spreadsheet software .

Computer Professionals tor Social Responsibility

March 15, 1993
Chairman William W. Wilkins, Jr.
US Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, NE
Suite 2-500
South Lobby
Washington, DC 20002-8002
Dear Mr. Chairman:
We are writing to you regarding the proposed
amendments to sentencing guidelines, policy
statements, and commentary announced in the Federal
Register, December 31, 1992 (57 FR 63832). We are
specifically interested in addressing proposed item
59, regarding the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1988
(18 u.s.c . 1030) .
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CPSR is national membership organization of
We have a
professionals in the computing field.
particular interest in information technology,
including the protection of civil liberties and
privacy. We have sponsored a number of public
conferences to explore the issues involving computers ,
freedom, and privacy.l
We have also testified before the House of
Representatives and the Senate regarding the federal
computer crime law.2 It is our position that the
government must be careful not to extend broad
criminal sanctions to areas where technology is
The First Conference on Computers,
1 See , e . g . ,
Freedom & Privacy (IEEE Computer Society Press 1991),
The Second Conference on Computer, Freedom & Privacy
(Association for Computing Machinery 1992). A third
report will soon be out on the third Conference on
Computers , Freedom & Privacy. All three volumes
contain "reports from the field" that may be helpful
in understanding more fully the issues related to the
protection of computer systems, the conduct of
computer crime investigations, and the appropriate
penalties for computer crime.

•

2 Computer Virus Legislation, Hearing before the
Subcomm . on Criminal Justice, Comm. on the Judiciary,
u.s . House of Rep., 101st Cong., 1st Sess. 62 (1989),
The Computer Abuse Amendments Act of 1990, Hearing
before the Subcomm. on Technology and the Law of the
Comm . on the Judiciary, United States Senate, 101st
Cong . , 2d Sess. 62 (1990) .
1
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rapidly evolving and terms are not well defined.3 We
believe
such efforts, if not carefully
considered, may ultimately jeopardize the use of new
information technology to promote education ,
innovation, commerce, and public life .
We also remain concerned that criminal sanctions
involving the use of information technologies may
unnecessarily threaten important personal freedoms, such as
speech, assembly , and privacy.
It is the experience of the
computing profession that misguided criminal investigation
and the failure of law enforcement to fully understand the
use of computer technology will have a detrimental impact on
the entire community of computer users.
For example, you may wish to review the recent decision
of Steye Jackson Games y . Secret Seryice,4 involving a
challenge to the government's conduct of a particular
computer crime investigation. The court found that the
Secret Service ' s conduct " resulted in the seizure of
property, products, business records, business documents, and
electronic communications equipment of a corporation and four
individuals that the statutes were intended to protect .••S The
court, clearly concerned about the government ' s conduct,
recommended " better education, investigation, and strict
compliance with the statutes as written ."
Clearly, the decisions made by the Sentencing Commission
regarding those factors that may increase or decrease a
criminal sentence will have an important impact on how
computer crime is understood and how the government conducts
investigations. We therefore appreciate the opportunity to
express our views on the propose changes to the . guidelines
for 18 U.S.C. 1030.
For the reasons stated below, it our belief that the
proposed guidelines regarding the Computer Fraud and Abuse
Act now under consideration by the Sentencing Commission
place emphasis upon the wrong factors , and may discourage the
use of computer technology for such purposes as publication,
communication, and access to government information. For
these reasons, CPSR hopes that the current proposal will not
be adopted.

•

3

S. Rep. 544,

101st Cong., 2d Sess . 4 (1990).

4

No. A-91-CA-346-SS (W.D. Tex. Mar . 12 1993).

5

Id. at 26- 27 .
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The Proposed Guidelines Will haye a Chilling Effect on
Canst ituttt>'o'a:lly Protected Act iyit ies
The proposed amendment would treat as an aggravating
factor the alteration, obtaining, or disclosure of
"Protected information." This term is defined in the
proposed guidelines as "private information, non-public
government information, or proprietary commercial
information.'' The term is nowhere mentioned in the statute
passed Congress.
We oppose this addition .
It has been the experience of
the computer profession that efforts to create new categories
of information restriction invariably have a chilling impact
on the open exchange of computerized data. For example,
National Security Decision Directive 145, which gave the
government authority to peruse computer databases for socalled "sensitive but unclassified information," was widely
opposed by the computing community, as well as many
organizations including the Information Industry Association
and the American Library Association.
The reason was that
the new designation allowed the government to extend
classification authority and to restrict the free flow of
information and ideas.6
·
Clearly, this proposal to increase the sentence for a
violation of a particular federal statute is not as sweeping
as a Presidential order. Nonetheless, we believe that the
problems posed by efforts to create new categories of
computer-based information for the purpose of criminal
sentencing will raise similar concerns as did NSDD-145.
It
is not in the interest of those who rely on information
systems for the purpose of public dissemination to encourage
the development of such classifications.
The proposed guidelines would also treat as an
aggravating factor the alteration of public record
information.
This proposal may go directly against efforts
to promote public access to electronic information and to
encourage the use of computer networks for the conduct of
government activities. For example, computer bulletin boards
have been established by agencies, such as the Department of
Commerce and Environmental Protection Agency, precisely for
the purpose of encouraging public use of on-line services and
to facilitate the administration of agency business.

•

6 See Military and Civilian Control of Computer Security,
Hearing before the Legislation and National Security Subcomm.
·of the Comm.
on Government Operations, House of Rep., lOlst
Cong., 1st Sess.
(1989).
·
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Much of the problem may well be with the use of the term
"alter" w.<khout any further discussion of the nature of the
alteration . Computer systems are by nature interactive.
Any
user of a computer system " alters " the data on the system .
System operators may control the status of a particular file
by designating it as a "read only" file or a " read-write"
file.
When a file is "read only, " a user may access the file
but is technically unable to alter the files contents .
However a file that is "read- write " may allow users to both
review files and to alter the·m .
Certainly, there are many other factors that relate to
computer system security, but this particular example
demonstrates that in many instances altering a public file
may in fact be the intended outcome of a system operator.
Failing to distinguish between permissible and impermissible
alterations of a computer file in the sentencing guidelines
misses entirely the operation of many computer systems.

•

The proposed amendment would also discourage the
publication of information in electronic environments.
The
amendment recommends that the .sentence be increased by 4
levels where "the defendant disclosed protected information
to any person " and by six levels where " the defendant
disclosed protected information to the public by means of a
general distribution system."
Both of these proposals would punish the act of
publication where there is no economic advantage t o the
defendant nor any specific harm indicated . Such provisions
could be used to discourage whistle-blowing in the first
instance, and subsequent dissemination of computer messages
by system operators in the second.7
For this reason, we strongly oppose the inclusion of
comment 10 which states that a " general distribution system"
includes electronic bulletin boards and voice mail systems.
This particular comment could clearly have a chilling effect
on operators of electronic bulletin boards who may become
reluctant to disseminate information where such dissemination
could be considered an aggravating factor for the purpose of
the federal computer crime law .
Curre nt guide l ines

•

It is our view that the current guidelines are a
reasonabl y fair articulation of the specific harms that might
warrant additional stringency, at least in the area of
computer crime.
We believe that it is appropriate to impose
additional sanction where there is "more than minimal
7

See Steve Jackson v. Secret Service, supra .
4

•

planning " or "scheme to defraud more than one victim," as
currently--st7fted in the Guidelines.
One of our concerns
with the application of 18 U.S . C. 1030 after the decision in
U.S. v. Morris, 928 F.2d 504 (2d Cir. 1991) is that the
provision does not adequately distinguish between those acts
where harm is intended and those where it is not.
For this
reason, provisions in the sentencing guidelines which help to
identify specific harms, and not simply the disclosure of
computerized information, may indeed be helpful to
prosecutors who are pursuing computer fraud cases and to
operators of electronic distribution systems.
For similar reasons, we support the current §2F1.1(4)
which allows an upward departure where the offense involves
the "conscious or reckless risk of serious bodily injury."
Again, it is appropriate to impose a greater penalty where
there is risk of physical harm

•

The Commission may wish to consider at some future date
a provision which would allow an upward departure for the
disclosure of personally identifiable data that is otherwise
protected by federal or state statute. We believe that
privacy violations remain an important non-economic harm that
the Commission could address . For instance, the disclosure of
credit reports, medical records, and criminal history
records, by means of an unauthorized computer use (or where
use exceeds authorization) may be an appropriate basis for
the imposition of additional sanctions.
We suggest that the Commission also consider whether a
downward departure may be appropriate for those defendants
who provide technical information about computer security
that may diminish the risk of subsequent violations of the
computer fraud statute.
Such a provision may lead to
improvements in computer security and the reduced likelihood
of computer-related crime.
We recognize that the Commission is currently .
considering factors that should be considered in the
imposition of federal sentencing, and that this process
should not be equated with the creation of new criminal acts.
Nonetheless, the decisions of the Commission in this
may
well influence subsequent legislation, and the ability of
computer users to make use of information systems, to access
government information, and to disseminate electronic records
and files . It is for these reasons that we hope the
Sentencing Commission will give careful consideration as to
potential impact on the user community of these proposed
changes to the federal sentencing guidelines .

•

We appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments
to the Commission and would be pleased to answer any
questions you might have.
P l eas e contact me directly at
202/544-9240.
5

•

Sincerely y/1"::

¥/d{

Enclosure

Marc Rotenberg, director
CPSR Washington office

•
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Mr. RoTENBERG. Mr. Chairman, Senator Humphrey, thank you
for the opportunity to testify today.
My name is Marc Rotenberg. I am director of the Washington
office of Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility. I will
speak briefly on three issues regarding S. 2476.
The first point I would like to make is that CPSR supports the
proposed adoption of the recklessness provision in the computer
crime law. We believe that this is a sensible way to send a message
to the computing community that those acts which even though
may not be malicious, which nonetheless result in harm because of
someone's disregard for the needs of other users should be pun·
For this reason, we would support the recklessness provision
and the expansion of the scope of the computer crime law to cover
those types-Senator LEAHY. Expansion of-Mr. RoTEI'tBERG. Expand the scope of the law to cover those acts
that involve clear recklessness.
Having said that, I should point out that while this provision is
in part on the experience with the Morris case, it is worth
noting that the current law did cover the Morris case quite well.
Robert Morris was convicted of a felony act, and under the Federal
guidelines would have received a sentence of almost 2
years. So at least to those who say that the law is not adequate for
the Morris situation, I think the facts suggest otherwise.
My second point is regarding the civil liberties implications of
computer crime investigations. And, as you indicated earlier, Senator, the recent experience with Steve Jackson Games in Texas and
with the Craig Neidorf prosecution in Chicago, suggests that at
least in some instances Federal prosecutors have reached too far in
the conduct of computer crime investigations. And I believe part of
the reason for this may be a matter of terminology. We have
Lecome so accustomed to the thought that computer hacking is necessarily malicious or necessarily criminal that when the word
"hackir\g" comes up, prosecutors appear to leap and look for an opportunity to conduct an investigation.
The point I would like to make is that there is nothing in title 18
that criminalizes computer hacking. Title 18 criminalizes unauthorized accesc:; to computer systems, and that is an important dis·
tinction that must be made so that prosecutors stay focused on the
target and that people who have not committed an unlawful activit.y do not get. swept up within the investigative net.
And my final point is simply this: There is clearly a problem of
computer crime in this country. Estimates losses run between $3
billion and $5 billion a year, but losses of those amounts are tied to
acts of individuals who for malicious purposes or purposes of selfgain lake from others what is not rightfully theirs. Those are the
acts t.
ederal prosecutors should be focusing on. Those are the

STATEMENT OF MARC ROTENRER(:. COI\1PUTING AND CIVIL LIB·
EHTIES I'ROJI!:CT, COJ\WUTER I'HOFESSIO NALS FOH SOCIAL
HESPONSIUILITY, WASHINGTON. DC

Senator LF.AHY. Thank you, Mr. Jerger.
Go ahend, Mr. Rotenberg.

G2

.

Je

nets which cause the greatest harm t.o our economy. And we hope
that in the ongoing work of the law enforcement agencies they will
make sure that their priorities a re in accord with that need.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statements of Mr. Rotenberg follow:]

G3

july 31, 1990

United States Senate

The Subcomm ittee on Technolo gy and Law,
Committ ee on the Judiciary ,
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The Comput er Abuse
Amendm ents Act of 1990

s. 2476

on

Compute r Professio nals for
Social Responsi bility (CPSR)

Marc Rotenbe rg
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Prepared Testimo ny
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Second, the conduct of compute r crime investigations will necessarily raise
civil liberties concerns. There is already evidence that the Secret Service conducte
d
a poorly conceived search of a small business in Austin, Texas. And there
are
unanswe red questions about the impact of the recent Secret Services raids
on the
operation or computer bulletin boards and freedom of speech. We need to
be sure

First, CPSR supports the proposed addition or a recklessness provision in the
criminal code. This change should help deter those computer acts, which
though
not malicious, are outside the bounds of responsible computin g and place
other
compute r users at risk. CPSR believes that this provision will heighten the
sense of
ethical accountability within the compute r user community. At the same
time, we
have some questions about other provisions in the bill that would expand the
scope
of law enforcement authority, define the term "access," and create an action
for civil
damages .

I have a lengthy statement that I ask be entered into the hearing record. This
afternoon I would like to focus on three points regarding the proposed legislatio
n
and compute r crime.

Committee, for taking the lead on the compute r virus issue. Your hearing
last
March with Cliff Stoll and FBI Director William Sessions has helped the
public
understa nd the complex issues of compute r crime and has laid the foundatio
n for
appropri ate Congressional action.

I also want to thank you, Senator Leahy and the other members
of the

CPSR is a national organization of computer scientists and other specialist
s
that seek to inform the public about the social impact of computer systems.
Our
membership includes a Nobe! Laureate and four winners of the Turing Award,
the
highest honor in computer science.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, thank you for the opportun ity
to
testify today on the Compute r Abuse Amendment Acts of 1990. My name
is Marc
Rotenber g and I am the director of the Washing ton Office of Compute
r
Professionals for Social Responsibility.
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The Cornell Worm demonstrated the risk of a rogue program on a computer
network. Individual users were required to disconnect from the network. During
the period oT time that the network was down, users could not exchange electronic
mail, could·not trans fer files, and could not access information in other systems that
migh t be
for their work.

Computer users today are increasingly operating in an interconnected world.
Individual terminals arc linked together through local networks and national
networks. These networks facilitate the exchange of inform<ttion and increase the
utility of computer systems for all users. Most systems are designed to encourage
open access nnd to promote the rapid exchange of data. The potential risk with this
arrangement is that it leaves users vulnerable to viruses, worms, and similar
programs that could cause harm to individual user's systems.

CPSR supports the creation of the recklessness misdemeanor provision
contilined in S. 2476. We believe that such a provision is necessary to discourage
acts with computer systems which, though not intended to cause harm,
demonstrate such an extraordinary disregard for the sensible use of a computer
system and that such harm in fact results.

Creation of Recklessness Provision

PROPOSED CHANGES TO SECTION 1030

Third, even as the public continues to worry abou t highly publicized
incidents of computer "hacking," it is import<tnt to restate that the majority of
computer crime is committed by authorized users who embezzle company funds,
s teal proprietary information, and destroy corporate records. These crimes, though
they rarely receive the attention of the national papers, should rcmilin the primMy
concern of the law enforccme:lt agencies.

that there are adequate prucedur<tl safeguards to ensure that import<tnt civil liberties
interests - freedom of speech, privacy of communication, and due process
protections- are not diminished in the efforts to respond to computer crime.
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It is also clear, as the indictments following the Secret Service rilid
demonstrated, that there are a variety of ways to prosecute computer crime. Section
1030 is simply one tool available to law enforcement officials.. We need more case
law to determine whether the many prosecutorial t!\eories outlint.!d in the Justice

Very few cases have been brought under the section of the criminal code that
would be amended by the Act now under consideration by this Commillce. In fact,
the Morris case was the first jury tria l for a section 1030 indictment. Defore
expanding the scope of this provision, it is critical to show that the current law is not
adequate and that reasonable law enforcement goals cannot be addressed adequatel y
in the current framework.

CPSR would oppose the extension of computer crime law to computers "used
in interstate commerce or communication.• We believe that the scope of the
current law which is based on a "federal interest computer system" is adequate and
that the Justice Department has failed to show that it is necessary at this time to
expond the scope of computer crime law.

Change in Scope of Computer Crime Law

Let me note, however, that while this provision is clearly based on the
Cornell Worm incident, it is intended to provide prosecutors with an alternative
method of prosecuting cases; it is not intended to "fill a gap• in the law. In the
Cornell case, Mr. Robert Morris, Jr. was convicted of a felony act, and, under the
federal sentencing guidelines. would have received a sentence of about two years.
Current law covered the Monis case. The reason for the recklessness provision is to
make clear to computer users that they should not engage In experiments that place
other users at risk.

The law should make' clear to computer users that potentially dangerous
experiments cannot be conducted in an environment that places other users at risk.
The computing community is based on trust. When a user acts with disregMd for
the needs of others, he or she has destroyed that trust. For this reason, we will
support legislation that expands the scope of computer crime law to cover acts of
clear reckl<'ssness.
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One of the points that should be stressed here is that the definition of access
will vary widely depending on the environment in which the system exists. Access
restrictions for system maintained by an intelligence agency will be far more
extensive than for a university which is still more restricted than a computer in
one's home: The law needs to take account of these varying standards to ensure
that
expectations for the system user and the system operator in a particular
environment correspond with the legal requirements. There must almost be clear
notice rf access restrictions fo.- computer users so that anyone who might be charged
under this provision understands the law and is able to comply with it.

We support the effort to define the term "access" in section 1030. At the same
time, we must caution against vague and ambiguous phrases that provide little
guidance to computers users or system operators. Under the proposed definition, a
user who simply glances at a computer screen has effectively gained access to that
system, yet may have no ability to alter the contents of the system or to otherwise
affect its operation. Such a definition is clearly too broad for any reasonable purP,ose.

Creation of Access Definition

We would say that unless the Justice Department can demonstrate the need
for this change, based on a clear and compelling need, the Congress should await the
development of further case law under the current statute. But if the Department of
Justice i.s granted additional authority then we would strongly urge the Committee
to consider the creation of additional procedural safeguards to ensure that civil
liberties and due process interests are not undermined in the course of the
investigation of computer-related crime.

There is a further problem with the proposed change and that is that
computers are so ubiquitous that criminalizing unauthorized access to computer
systems could apply to virtually any act in today's world. This provision would go
much further than the federal wiretap law. Without clear contours and bright lines,
such a law may fail to serve any useful purpose.

CPSR Testimony
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In March of this year, the Secret Service raided the offices of Steve Jackson, a
small businessman in Austin, Texas, who produces fantasy role-playing games,

During the last two year, the Secret Service undertook an extensive
investigation of computer "hackers," culminating in a nationwide raid on May 7
that involved 150 Secret Service agents in 24 cities. So far, these searches have led to
only six arrests. In Atlanta, three men pled guilty last month to gaining Illegal ('ntry
to Dell$outh Computers. But at least two cases have raised troubling questions
about the scope and conduct of Operation Sun Devil.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to tum the recent series of searches conducted by
the Secret Service. Allhough it has been just a few months since this raid was
undertaken - and much of the relevant information has not yet been disclosed - it
raises a number of significant civil liberties questions we hope the Commillee will
bear in mind as it considers
to expand the scope of the Computer Fraud and
Abuse Act.

Operation Sun Devil

CIVIL LIBERTIES CONCERNS RAISED BY COMPUTER CRlME INVESTIGATIONS

We do need to find incentives to improve computer security and user
accountability. Criminal sa!tctions alone are probably too harsh a penalty and
unlikely to lead to the institutional changes that are necessary if computer security is
to be improved. For this reason, civil liability may be a reasonable alternative.

CPSR takes no position on the proposed creation of a civil action for acts
under section 1030. If this change will encourage Institutions to improve security
practices, then it is worthwhile and should be adopted. At the same time, we do not
want the fear of civil liability to curtail the use of computers and the exchange of
information.

Creation of Civil Liability Provision

We would be happy to'work with the Committee to see if it might be possible
to draft a definition that is clearer in its purpose and more limited in its scope.

Department manual on computer crime are adequate before expanding the scope of

section 1030.
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Although we will have' a great many more cases before the application of the
First
to digital media is determined, this recent introduction suggests
the i;portance of watching these developments closely.

Mitchell Kapor, one of the pioneers of the personal computer industry, and
John l'erry Barlow established an organization, the Electronic Frontier Foundation,
Inc., in part to examine some of the civil liberties issues that might be raised by
Operation Sun Devil and related investigations. The Jackson and Neidorf cases
demonstrate the importance of this effort and the need for adequate Congressional
oversight to ensure that overly zealous law enforcement officials do not take
advantage of the current climate of public concern to undertake investigations that
are unsound or misguided.

Both the Jackson and Ncidorf cases raised significant civil liberties and First
Amendment issues. For if the First Amendment extends to electronic speech, then
it would be impermissible !or the government to attempt a prior restraint on
publication. We know from the Pentagon Papers case that the government could
not reach into the printing 700m of the newspaper and attempt to turn off the
presses. Yet, in these more
cases involving computer-based publishing, the
government actually confiscated the "presses" in an effort to suppress dissemination
of information that would be widely available, if printed in paper form .

In a second case, in Chicago, tllinois, Craig Neidorf, a
college
student and the publisher of an electronic newsletter was charged b.y ·the
government with distributing an administrative document obtained from
OellSouth. Although the federal government initially alleged an extraordinary
conspiracy involving unauthorized computer access and the national phone
network, last Friday federal prosecutors in Chicago decided to drop the case against
Mr. Neidorf.

similar to Dungeons and Dragons. The Secret Service seized three of Mr. Jackson's
computers as well as the materials for his new game, GURPS CYBERPUNK. As a
result of the raid, Mr. Jackson, was forced to lay-off half of his staff and to incur
substantiill business losses.
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Congress recognized the potential problem of searches of electronic media
when it first considered the proper scope of electronic surveillance. That is the
reason for the extensive system of procedural
and the
goal

TI1is is not a matter of speculation. Oased on a letter from the Secrrt Service
to Members of the House Jud.ciary Committee, we know that the Secret Services has
developed a Computer Diagnostics Center to scan the contents of electronic media
seized in computer crime investigations. We would like to know if there are any
res trictions on the use of the CDC, and whether, for example, the CDC is used to
scan the contents of public bulletin boards in those cases where no warrant has been
obtained.

Most significant is that computer communica':ions are particular vulnerilble
to surveillance and monitoring. Computer mail unrelated to a particuiOH
investigation could be swept up in the govemmenrs investigation if the law is not
carefully tailored. Back-up tapes may contain copies of thousands o f electronic
messages and files.

At the same time, searches of computer systems are almost necessarily
broader than searches of physical spaces. Much of the information that can be easily
obtained is unrelated to thE' investigation. Where the computer operates as a
bulletin board or messaging
electronic mail of hundreds or thousands of
users could be accessible. Also, the ease of copying data may encourage law
enforcement agents to make a copy of all the electronic media taken in a search to
see if there is evidence of other types of crime, unrelated to the initial investigation
for which a warrant was obtained.

A related problem is tc ensure that there arc adequate safeguards in place so
that computer crime investigations are properly tailored to a specific, well-defined
purpose. On the one hand, evidence of computer crime may be more easily
concealed than other types of crime. Data is easily encrypted. Files can be readily
copied and just as easily destroyed. There arc various techniques to remove data
from disks before a new user is able to gain access. For these reasons, law
enforcement officials argue that changes in the law may be necessary to conduc-t
investigations of computer crime.
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The Secret Service has painted its case in broad strokes. "Computer hacking"
is not a crime. Gaining unauthorized access to a federal interest computer system
under section 1030 is. It is critical that this distinction not be lost. Once we lose our
crime, thl! imagl! blurs, and any·:me may becoml! thl! target of a
focus on
law enforc,ment in vestigatio:l.

It is a popular misconception that compu ter crime is caused primarily by
young kids, technically skilled. One state assistant attorney gene ral has actually
stated that there is little difference between a teenager with a computer modem and
a criminal with a handgun. And the FBI is now encouragi ng parents to help
identify the early warning signs of "computer hacking."

My last point, Mr. Chairman, is to urge the Committee and the law
enforcement community to direct its energies to those forms of computer-related
crime that cause the greatest harm and that are based on malicious intent. These are
the crimes of fraud, embezzlement, and theft that make up an estimated loss of $3 to
SS billion annually in this country. .

COMPUTER CRIME PROBLEM IS WIDELY MISUNDERSTOOD

We hupe, at some point, that the Committee will conduct an oversight
hearing on the ECPA and determine whether law enforcement officials are
following the standards established in the 1986 law.

We would oppose any efforts at this time to modify the restrictions In ECPA,
absent a showing that the law enforcement needs cannot be accommodated in some
other fashion that does not undermine the privacy and secur ity of computer
systems.

of minimizing the scope of searches that is mandated by S(!(:tion 2518 of the criminal
code. These principles were carried forward and updated in the revisions that you,
Mr. Chairman, helped enact with the Electronic Communication Privacy Act. ECPA
drew a reasonable balance between the needs of law enforcement investigators and
the rights or all computer users.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to testify today. I would be
pleased to answer your questions.

Those people who have violated the law should be held accountable. Dut so
too should law enforcement officials who are bound by oath of office. It is a core
principle of our constitutional form of government that th e investigati on of
unlawful activity must be con:iucted by lawful means.
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CPSR mcnobers met
In Pal o Aho,
shortly after tl:c Internet virus 10 discuss the
significance of the event. Over the course of
several days our members discussed the wide·
raised by the inciclcnl 1 'l11c
ranging
net·
discussion revealed many
wook security. ethical accountability, and com·

CPSR 1\lcmllcrs Address the Curnpulcr Virus

h was just a year ago last week that the Cornell
"virus" swept lhrough the Internet.' For m.1ny
people in this country it was the first that they
had heard of computer viruses and similar
n3tion·widc com·
programs that could
Even as system managers
puter system to a
were clearing tl1e cooc out of their computers.
discussions about the vulnerahilitics of computer
systems and the rights and responsibilities or
computer users were raking place all ac111ss the
country.

lives related to computer viruses. I appreciate
!his opponunity and am glad that you have taken
an interest in this subjec1.

Computers & Society, Vol. 20, No. I· t.l:orch 1990

oo Criminal lustier. Cum nut·

ICC 00 the Juo.lic.13ty, US lloo.sc o( RCPfe.s<nl.:ltivc.L

• Ddo•c the

You have asked me 10 uamine legislarion that
has been introduced in the llouse of Representa·

CPSR is a national membership organiz.11ion of
computer scientists and other specialists that
seek to inform the public about the social impact
o f computer systems. Our membership includes
a Nobel L4ureate and live Turing Award win·
ncrs. the highest honor in computer science.
CPSR members have examined several national
computing issues and prepared reports on fund·
ing priorities in computer science, the Strategic
Defense Initiative, computer risk and reliability,
and the proposed expansion of the J'UI's records
system.'

Mr. Chaim1an, members of the Commiuee,
thank you for the opponunity to testify on
lc&islation regarding computer viruses. My
name is Marc Rotenberg and I am the director of
the Washinston Office of Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility (CPSR).

Rotenberg
Director, WashingiOn Office
Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility (CPSR)
1025 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Suite 101.5
Washington, DC 20036

l'n•parcd Testimony :uu.l Statement fur t he ncconl on Computer
liun•
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putcr reliability. It also revealed a division
l'irst, we emphasited individual accountabilioy
wiohin our orcaniution about the moral responas the cornerstone of computer ethics. We saul
siiJility of tl1e virus author. Some of our mem·
that the openness of computer networks
bers believed that the person responsible for the
on the good will and good sense of computer
virus had perfonned a great service for the
users. Criminal penalties may be nppropriaoc for
computer community by drawing auention to the the most pernicious acts o f computer u<ers. lltn
security flaws in the Internet, panicularly the
for the vast majority of cases, far mo re would be
UNIX operating system. Others felt strongly
accomplished by encouraging appropriate cthkal
that this person had violated a fundamental
guidelines.
understanding within the computer community
not to exploit known security naws and had
• Second, we said !hal the incident undcrscot cd
cau\ed great damage to users or the Inte rnet.
our society's growing dependence on comrlex
The division within our organiution renected a
computer networks. Although the press and the
division within the computer science commu ·
public te.nded 10 focus on the moral culpabilny
nity.•
of the virus writer. we believed thai the inddcn1
also raised significant policy question$ about our
In the end we issued a statement on the computer reliance on computer systems. Since its incep·
virus that has been widely circulated in the
tion, CPSR has been particularly concerned
computer community and republished in comabout the development of complex computer
I have atlachcd the CPSR stale ·
lll•tcr
systems. especially in the military, that nrc
n•cntlo my testimony and ask that it been en·
difficult 10 test and may produce misplaced '""'
tercd imo the hearin& record.
c.on
There is little that tougher criminal
do to correct the problems or compuoer risk anll
On the issue of the culpability of the person
reliability.
responsihle for the virus we said clearly that the
irresponsible and should not be con·
act
1l1ird, we opposed efforls to restricttloe ex·
doned . 1l1e author of the virus had treated the
change of information about the computer'
lntemet as a laboratory for an untested ex peri·
Shonly after the virus incident, officials at the
mcnt in computer security. We fell this was very National Security Agency (NSA) auemplcd 10
risky, regardless of whether data was altered or
limit the spread of information about the com·
destroyed.
puler virus and urged Purdue University 10
destroy copies of the virus code.' We thought
IJut we did not view our task primarily as siuing this was short-sighted. Since that time. several
in judgement over the author of the Internet
technical reports and lhe widespread exchange of
virus. There had been other viruses in the past,
information through the Internet have helped
:tn<l ohcre would be more in the future. More
users in the computer community more fully
imponant, we believed, was to set out the vari·
understand how the virus operated and provided
concerns of our organization for the public,
lhe necessary data to correct security flaws.' We
policy makers. and others within tl1e profession
continue to believe that the needs of nct"'ook
who were examining the significance of the
users will be beuer served through the open
computer virus and considering various reunrestricted exchange of technical informa11on
SflOn\eS. We reached the following conclusions:
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about privacy and aC\
connnunicatious
Tb.: intp;,,.ca,;c'" •.r t
•·ti.Yc.>lk:; W3S
accountability. Public policy must he brought up
al<o demon;l!atcd re :ently tlur:ng the
to
wi!h new
iu tlte San
but in the effor-t to
r.:ty
llcfetre tlu:
ensure
our laws are adeiJuatc Congress
national networks "ere able to report on the
unfold ing
computer users v.cre dialing up should not reach tOO far or go off in directions
that are mistaken or
ultimately undcm1inc
networks to sr.:11ch for
ami cv rca<<ure
the interests we seek co protect.
relatives.
tl' one
a
of
the Prodigy service in the Day Area sent a
There arc several issues that should be considmessage out through the network co su!Jscribers
in central Kans:lS, asking that someone pass the . ercd in the c£fons to develop
word on to
S'ltt, :1 soldier
at fort Riley, tion to respond to malicious code. l'irst is the
increased interdependence of computer
that everybody bock horne
ok. The soldier,
who had been unable to reach home, rcccivell the Tite technological
that makes
possible the spread of computer viruses nlso
message fr<Jr,l J complete srrant;er.'
makes 1>ossihlc the
of vast antoutm <Jf
Founh, we encouraged :t public
about computer information. Through computer
the vulnerabilities of computer networks and the networks, we arc now able to send clccl!onic
mail, research findings.
tips on security fixes
various technical , ethical, and legal questions
raised by che incidcm. Since the meeting, CPSR far more rapidly than ever before. Efforts to
restrict the exchange of comrutcr viruses run the
members, along wich others in the computer
risk of limiting the now or this valuable inform:tcommunity, have been inv:lved in a
of
tion.
activities. hosting panel discussions on the virus
incident, drafting papers, and encouraging an
Titroughoutthe computer community, there is a
examinMion of ethical standards. We believe
deep concern that solutions to computer security
thnt these effons will help develop a
problems not destroy the tnlSI between com(luter
understanding of the rights and responsibilities
users. Ken King, the President of EDUCOM
of network users.
warned against shon-sightcd solutions. • Cliff
Stoll, the Dcrkeley astronomer turned comrutcr
Complexity I he Virus l'r"blem
security expert, speaks of the need to preserve
honesty and trust within the computer comrnuI will this morn;ng describe sorr.e of the connitt and warned against mea sures that cou ld
cerns of the computer community and make
restrict cl<change of computer communications."
several recommendations about what Congress
might do to respond to the problem of computer
virvscs . I will also address some of the potencial As computer networks have developed, so has
our concern :tbout the reliability of computer
problems posed by proposed
legislation.
systems. We must reexamine our growing
At the outset, I should make one fundarncnt:ll
point: The
by computer viruses dependence on complex computer networks.
particularly in the military. Simply put there arc
are far-reaching and complex. Titere is no
too many computer systems in use today that me
or
I solution. In many
dangerously unstable." A report produced
we are confronting a whole new series of
recently by the SL1ff of the SubcomrniHce on
policyrucstions that
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the stacks and pull out what I need. Out other
libraries might require that I put my request on
paper before the materials are delivered. Ccr1:1in
materials at a reference desk arc only accessible
after I have spoken with the appropriate person
and obtained pennission.
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A computer system operates in much the
way. On many systems, I am allowed to look
through large reams of dJta without harm to
I raise these issues because there is a need to be
anyone. But for e·e nain infonnation, I need
wary of quick legal or
I fixes that do
pennission. If I wen: to reach over the refercnt·e
linle to address the underlying problems we must librarian's desk to t:lkc an article I wanted or to
confront. Titcre
widely shared belief among look at circulation records. I would be viol:ttint: :t
comru tcr secu rity expens that there is no "silver library rule. So too, does the computer usco
bul:ct"' that will solve the problem of computer
violate a computer rule when he or she enter' :t
viruses." Though there is much that can be done system's operating system, knowing that ouly
to improve computer security and operations, it
system m;magcrs and other privileged
arc
shouhJ be understood that.no syscem will ever be authorized. We need to remind system
one hundred percent secure.
about the difference between
that os puhhc
and that which is
Need for
Computer Ethics
There are also other users in the library. In some
A large part of the
that lies ahead to
libraries, users might be asked to leave book' in
develop a S)'Stem of ethics tha: teaches .v:nt•uter study carrels so that others can find them. ll ut
users about the appropriate uses or computer
my right to look ac a book in another
systems. We need to discourage compt•ter
carrel wodd not extend to a right to co tluough
from making use of sh:1red
in
the perscn's book bag. Similarly. it may be
that make systems less useful to others. ·rv
perfectly appropriate to look at another
an approach to compt•ter ethics
comruter !'ilc; it if is clear
they arc publidy
avoit!s :orne of che shortcomings of lcg;;:·tion
's l _do aot go through the
basel) on rapidly
tcdmicalternt> oor
pel'l'on's tJriVftte files.
nmbiguous legal phrases I wo•Jid
t<'
• ut
an
analogy. The r.t••·e I ha\'e tried :o
.\
relies on the rrust ;ad good will of
unJcrstand this issue, ihe more I have been
iu ust-rs. A pc.rson who steals a lvlok. or tenrs
by the similarity
our ev<>lvin:;
par-e cut ->f n
has not just cr.u• :tl 1: 11111
::e!works and int::-:::lnrteccc:l
::::he
!;as <!eprived other us:, , ol .he
and our public li!Jraries.
or "
resource. Compute• •o<er •.
like usT. uf"
increasingly IH•t1cr·
A library provides a great wealth of infomoation
stand
;,or.•::jacnc:: of their actions in
ror users, but not all infomoation is equally
of .h·" roo:<v> uooti a· !ivioies d others.
accessible. In many libraries, I can freely roam

Investigations
Oversights of the ! louse
Science ComrniHce highlights the enomoous rislc
or the cuncnt
development process.''
We arc
too many complex problems
with the
that computer systems can
solve problems that we ourselves don't fully
understand. In areas that involve life critical
functions, the consequences of computer enor
could be
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The great value of the Internet for the user
community is its decentralized structure. Like
the phone network, it provides rapid QCcess for
u•ers across the country. System securicy re·
quirements will vary from site to site, depending

One of the lessons of the Internet virus is that
responses should be developed at the host leve l
and not the network level. As Jeff Schiller. the
manager of the MIT Network and l'coject lithe ow
Operations Manager. has said "anybody can
drive up to your house and probably break into
your home, but that does not mean we should
close down the road or put nnned
on exit
ramps.'"'

Tile General Accounting Office (GAO) produced
a useful overview of virus issues in a report
released in June.U The GAO recommended thQt
the White
Science Adviser assume re ·
sponsibility for improving computer security.
Although the GAO's concerns about lax securicy
practices is well taken, I suspect that m•ny users
in the computer science community would object
to
authority for computer securicy
for several reasons.
on the experierx-e
with the Internet, it seems that the university aud
research community, llcrkeley and 1\HT in
p:uticular, were more effective in responding to
the virus than the federalagencies.u

Moreover. it is not even cleQr that <.:ERT's
advice is error-free. II recent posting 10 chc
"Risks" computer bulletin board on the Internet
noted that CERT had miscakenly scm out an
advisory to network users recommemJiug the
of potentially infected system utilitieN to correcc
known security naws. As one co111puter user
noted, this was not good advice."

intelligence agencies to extend their Quthority
over computer security."

Computers & Society, Vol. 20, No. 1- March 1990

Another Step that has been taken is the develop·
ntcnt of the Computer Emergency Response
Te:tm (CERT). The proposal was developed last
December at a closed·door session with UNIX
ami vendors at the NatiOMl Computer
Security Center." While it is good to see the
cooperative undertaking between the federal
government and the user community, it is not an
ideal arrangement. CERT operntes through the
National Secunty Agency and the Depanment of
Defense. Military control of computer security
is precisely what Congress tried to 11voitl with
the passaae of the Computer Security Act." As
CPSR h:h noted in the past. broad
of
national
should not provide cane
blanche
the Dep:utment of Defense and

In the federal government much is happening,
though more could be c.lone." The National
Institute of Stand:uds and Technology (NISn
recently prepared a special publication on com·
puter viruses intended for managers of federal
computer systems that is useful and
to
read." It should be made widely available for all
or the federal agencies.

The complexity of the computer virus problem
requires a muhi·pan approach. Computer users,
system managers, vendors, professional organi·
zations. educators, and the government all have a
rule to play.

l'arlial Sululiuns

Of course it is wonh noting that there nre laws
nc:oinsttheft of library materials and demuction
of library resources. Dut neither these 13ws nor
the threat of prosecution have much effect on the
habits of libnuy users. since the likelihood of
prosecution is so remote. When sanctions nre
imposcc.l, it is by the library and not the federal
governrnenr.
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quality and accountability
also he
addressed as Institutions move forcward with
t.heir recommendation for computer ethics.

Computers & Society, Vol. 20. No. I -March 1990

Resc:uch in computer ethics will Q)SO help
reduce the likelihood of computer misuse. ll•e
National Science f'Oundation is planning a major
conference 10 bring together leaders in the
computer science community and philosophers
to discuss how more might be done to incorpoethics into computer education. This is a
undenaking and should build upon the
work that has already been done to improve
computer ethics." At the s:tme time, it is important 10 note thnt much or the discussion about
computers and ethics focuses on the responsibili·
tics of individual users of computer systems and
not on the llrse organiz:uions or institutions that
maintain and operate these systems. A coherent
system of ethics that binds a community of users,
like a system of democratic government, must be
an implied
between the intli·
vic.lual antl the institution. The individual will
uphold his or her responsibility if the institution
does as well. Concerns about privacy. security,

17

Our legal system protects the fumbnoental nght
of free speech in a democratic society and ghcs
special attention to laws that may unduly rest net

It is important to remember that a computer vi"''
may also be a form of speech. as w:rs the lll<lus
Peace Virus, and that to criminalize such act ivi·
ties may run afoul of Firstllmentlrnent safe·
guards. Restrictions on speech should be c;orc.
fully examined to ensure that free
not suppressed. Computer networks are giving
to new forms of communication. The public
debates in the town square of the eighteenth
century are now occurring on the computer
networks that will talce us into the twenty· first
century. These are fragile networks, nod 1he
customs and rules are still evolving. The heavy
hand of the government could weaken the
electronic democracy that is now emerging."

works. I will describe the potential problems
with the proposed federal legislat ion.

llte last five years ha.s been a periu<l of rapid
development in computer security legislation
Congress has three times passed laws
to extend crimin:ll statutes to computer tcchnvl·
Universities and research institutions can also
ogy.• Vit1ually all of the states have adopted
take steps to ensure that adequate policies are
new statutes, and many are looking at possible
established to
the risk of computer
changes and additions." The.re are available to
viruses. Universities that fail to take reasonable prosecutors today a wide range of theories to
steps to ensure that their systems are not used for bue criminal ch:uges for computer reb ted
the perpetration of a virus may find themselves
crime.•
civilly liable under tort 13w.u Many universities
have already est:lblished policies that outline the Dased on the views of CPSR members. the
responsibilities of users of computer facilities,
experience of tlte Internet virus, and our
which can serve as models for other schools."
concern about protecting open computer nel·

on
the usu is located Qt a university, in
private industry, or a military agency. If the
GAO recommendations are followed, it should
only be to strengthen the now of information
about network security. Any steps to create a
coercive authority in the White House for computer
on the Internet, such as the crea·
lion of a computer security czar, would be a
serious mistake.
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It is dirricult to talk about the role of Congress in
improving computer security without noting the
impononce or funding to implement the Computer Security Act, the law passed by Congress
designed to address the computer security needs
or the federal agencies. I was very disturbed to
learn two weeks ago that the conference commit·

Funding

I would recommend that the Congress wait until
there is more ea.s e law under the 19116 Act :tnd
until more or the state statutes have been tested,
before enacting new computer security
tion. Congress shoultlalso obtain information
from the Justice Deparmtcnt about the effectiveness of the current laws. and sec whether state
courts can develop common law analogies to
prosecute the computer equivalents or
ing, breaking and entcrinp, and stealing." This
a process that happens gradually over time. 11u:
extension of common law crimes to their com·
puter equivalents may pro.,ide a more
and lasting structure than federal statutes that
must be updated every couple of years.

More interesting from a technical vicwpoli11 i5
that computer viruses may be used both to
enhance computer security and to facilitate the
exchange of computer information." Although
computer security experts have said that such
programs are potentially as dangerous as the
disease they arc designed to cure." it is not clenr
t11e di sseminating a benign virus should neccs·
sarily be a criminal act. llebrew Univcrsuy used
a computer 'firus to identify anti delete a m•licious virus that would have destroyed dntn riles
across Israel if it had remained undetected."

is the "state of minoJ" of the actor and the hann
that results which should be the two guidinj:
principles for establishing criminal culpability."
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the criminal act in terms of a technical phrase
as a "virus." A virus is not necessarily
malicious. Some viruses may only display a
Christmas greeting and then disappear without a
trace." Other viruses might alter or destroy data
on a disk. To lieat Jhe Jwo acts as similar be·
cause an identj(al technique is involved would
be similar to Pjlnishing all users of cars because
some cars mig't cause the death of a person. It

1\ further problem lies in the allempt to define

Some of the state statutes arc poorly conceived.
Those with the software trade nssoci3tion who
been pushing to extend the reach of com·
puter security statutes might consider whether
the prot.lucts or their own members violate
restrictions on "alteration of data" or
"unauthorited use or resources."" To some
c"cnt, every computer program takes conliol of
the user's systems. If the program acts as in tended. then there are no problems. But if the
program misfires. as it sometime does. softwa.r e
developers may be criminally liable.

I wonder also if in casting such a broad net, these
statutes might not meet constitutional challenge
nn overbrudth grounds." 1\ criminal law should
ctcas ly o.li>tin&uish between prohlbhcd and
permissible conduct. If it fails to do this. it
!\rants too much discretion to law enforcement
officials to choose which cases to prosecute.
Where speech is involved. such a law might
unnecessary chill protected speech.

10

the exchange of infonnation. II would be wrong
criminalize a computer communication if the
communication caused no damage. even if the
communication did not follow traditional path·
ways. It is often those individuals and organita·
lions without great resources who tum to these
methods of communication to convey
a message.
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Tougher criminal penalties may help discourage
malicious computer activities that threaten the
security of computer networks. but they might
also discourage creative computer usc that our
country needs for technological growth."
Though we have a great deal of criminal law that
could potentially apply to the acts or C<!mputer
users. it is still very e.a rly in the evolution of
computer networks. In the rush to criminalize
the malicious acts of the few we
discourage
the beneficial acts of the many and saddle the
new technology with more restrictions than it
can withstand."

sc-ious.•'

Detter laws that circumscribe malevolent hacking
and
protect civil :md conslitution:ll rights would
tx: of some help. but they C3MOt
lor
poor systems and poor management. Above all. we
must have a computer-litente populace- better
educated. better motivated and mon: soci:llly con-

I believe that Peter Neumann. a computer Security experience at SRI and a member of CPSR,
described the problem best when he said:

Conclusion

tee cut the proposed appropriation for NIST from
S6 million to S2.5 million, even after OMB had
approved the funding for NIST and encouraged
NIST's new role as Jhe lead agency for civilian
computer security... Acconling to one news
account, the cut came at the urging or a Member
who had tried unsuccessfully to redirec t part of
NIST's 1989 appropriation to a special research
testing facility in his home state. If this news
account is accurate, then that Member's short·
sighted and parochial concerns may cost the
federal agencies dearly in needed assistance with
computer security.
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' Compare Aaron tlaber, "Give No Quarter tn
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•• Even as new programs ru-e being develoreclw
respond 10 compuler viruses. il is disappoinlill&
to see thai some system
have faikcl 10
conect known securi1y naws thar were C'f'O<cll
by the ln1ernet virus lasl year. A rogue proa;r;111r
recen1ly attacked 1he same sccuri1y holes a1
NASA I hal had been exploi1ed las I fa II. J<1hn
Mru-koff, "Computer Nc1work al NASi\ i\1t:Jcked by Rogue Program," The New l'ork
Times, October 7, 1989.

of
privilege" which means allowing
10 have access 10 only lhose files of 1he sys1e111
for which they are au1horiud. following thi<
approach, i1 is possible 10 devdop elabora1e
seeuri1y schemes. based on a hierarchy of privi
leges, 1hat cle:lfly describe: I he J>rivileges of c:•cl•
user. This model is appropriate for many
syslems, bu1 may be 100 fonnal for olher compuler sys1ems, such as communi1y bulle lin
bo:J.fds. where there is linle difference in the
s1a1us of various sys1em users.
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IYR9, at 67.

11 '1 he

, See Lawrence Tribe. Americun Constitwionol
Law 1022-39 {2nd ed. 1988).

A COIIIflCIIing argument for 1hc need to
rc,trktiuus on electronic
cau be
fuund iu lthiel de Sol3 Pool, Teclmologies (}f
Freedom {1983).

10
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1
' Other counlries are a lso confronting the que s·
cion of whether to develop new laws for com·
putcr crime. In Gn:at Britain at least one journal
has questioned the wisdom of rushing fore ward
with new legislation. "llalting Hackers," The
Economist, October 28, 1989, at 18 {''Laws that
try to make untenable d istinctions between
computer crime and ordinary crime are neither
f3ir nor comprehensible.").

one of the early pioneers of Core Wus. the
pn:cursor to today's computer "virus." There
has already been discussion within the compute r
community about how to redirect the energies of
hackers toward socially beneficial gonls. See,
e.g. , John A.N. Lee. Gerald Segal, Rosalie
Steier, "Positive Alternatives: A Report on an
ACM Panel on Hacking," 29 CommunicatiofiJ of
tilt ACM 297 {April 1986).
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March 12, 1993
Michael Courlander
Public Information Specialist
United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N. E.
Suite 2-500
Washington, DC 20002-8002
Re: Proposed Amendments l and 34
Dear Mr. Courlander:

•

I thank the Sentencing Commission for the opportunity to offer written comments on
the Proposed Amendments to the Federal Sentencing Guidelines, dated January 12, 1993. My
comments are directed exclusively to Proposed Amendments 1 and 34, both of which concern
the "relevant conduct" provision of U.S.S.G. § lB1.3.
For the past two years I have made a close study of the policy issues surrounding
various practices of real-offense sentencing, not only within the federal system, but in states
across the country. The results of that work have recently been published as Sentencing Facts:
Travesties of Real-Offense Sentencing, 45 Stan. L. Rev . 523-73 (February 1993). (A reprint is
enclosed.) Because the analysis of Sentencing Facts is pertinent to your present deliberations,
I wanted to make it available to you.l
Proposed Amendment l. I applaud the Commission's proposed amendment to§
1Bl .3(c) that "Conduct of which the defendant has been acquitted after trial shall not be
considered under this section.· A number of states bar the use of acquittal conduct at
sentencing, even while retaining a real-offense orientation to sentencing in other respects. See
State v. Marley , 364 S.E.2d 133, 138-39 (N.C. 1988); State v. Cote, 530 A.2d 775, 783-85
(N.H. 1987); McNew v. State, 391 N.E.2d 607, 612 (Ind. 1979). Still other states forbid the
consideration of acquittal conduct as part of their general approach of conviction-offense
sentencing. See Sentencing Facts, 45 Stan. L. Rev. at 535-41 (surveying the experience of
three state guidelines systems). See also id. at 552 ("Among the recommendations in this
article, the foremost is the restoration of the legal force of acquittals at sentencing through a
prohibition of the consideration of facts embraced in charges for which the defendant has been
acquitted").

•

1 Also, since 1989 I have served with my father as Co-Reporter to the American Bar
Association ' s effort to promulgate a third edition of its Criminal Justice Standards for
Sentencing Alternatives and Procedures, which were adopted formally by the ABA on
February 9 , 1993. This Jetter, however, represents my own views and not necessarily those of
the ABA.

•

Michael Courlander
March 12, 1993
Page 2

In conjunction with the proposed amendment to § 1Bl.3(c), I suggest a parallel
amendment within Part K ("Departures")-- perhaps in the policy statement of§ 5K2.0,
perhaps in a new policy statement -- providing that "Conduct of which the defendant has
been acquitted after trial shall not be considered as grounds for departure from the
guidelines." I recognize that this suggestion conflicts with Proposed Amendment 1 insofar as
the Commission would amend§ 1B1.3, comment (n. 11) to provide that acquittal conduct may
provide basis for departure in an exceptional case. The Commission proposal, to this extent,
would permit the result in United States v. Juarez-Onega, 866 F.2d 747 (5th Cir. 1989) (per
curiam), and similar cases. As outlined in Sentencing Facts, 45 Stan. L. Rev. at 531-33,
550-52, the policies supporting a bar on acquittal conduct at sentencing extend equally to
departure and to guideline sentences. On this ground, I would delete the second sentence of
proposed§ 1Bl.3 comment (n. 11).

•

Proposed Amendment 34. The Commission has invited comment on a further
amendment to§ 1Bl.3 as submitted by the American Bar Association's Sentencing Guidelines
Committee (the "SGC amendment"). The SGC amendment would "restrict the court's
consideration of conduct that is relevant to determining the applicable guideline range
to (A) conduct that is admitted by the defendant in connection with a plea of guilty or
nolo contendere and/or (B) conduct that constitutes the elements of the offense of which
the defendant was convicted." I wish to comment in favor of the SGC amendment, which
should be adopted in addition to Proposed Amendment 1.
First, the SGC amendment would alter the basic operation of§ 1B1.3, changing it from
a modified "real-offense" provision into a modified "conviction-offense" provision. The
policy choices relevant to such a decision are complex. In Sentencing Facts, 45 Stan. L. Rev.
at 547-65, I have argued that the conviction-offense program is far preferable to the realoffense alternative. I do not reproduce that argument here. I will note, however, that state
guidelines jurisdictions have been unifonn in their endorsement of conviction-offense
sentencing. See Michael Tonry, Salvaging the Sentencing Guidelines in Seven Easy Steps, 4
Fed. Sent. Rptr. 355, 356-57 (June 1992) (recommending that the federal commission adopt a
conviction-offense scheme); Sentencing Facts, 45 Stan. L. Rev. at 535-41.
Finally, the SGC amendment is consistent with the newly adopted ABA Criminal
Justice Standards, Sentencing Alternatives and Procedures (3d ed., approved February 9,
1993). The applicable Standard, § 18-3.6, provides as follows:

•

•
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Standard 18-3 .6. Offense of conviction as basis for sentence.
The legislature and the agency performing the intermediate function [e.g.,
the sentencing commission I should provide that the severity of sentences and the
types of sanctions imposed are to be determined by sentencing courts with
reference to the offense of conviction in light of def"med aggravating and
mitigating factors. The offense of conviction should be fixed by the charges
proven at trial or established as the factual basis for a plea of guilty or nolo
contendere. Sentence should not be based upon the so-called "real offense,"
where different from the offense of conviction.

•

*

*

In conclusion, Proposed Amendment 1 represents a significant improvement upon
existing law, although its reach should be extended to departure sentences. Proposed
Amendment 34 is also an important advance, and should be adopted in addition to Proposed
Amendment 1.

Kvin

Associate Professor ofi.aw

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS
cc: Members of the United States Sentencing Commission
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746 U.S. POST OFFICE
AND COURT HO USE
5th AND MAIN STREET
CINCINNATI 45202·398 0

UNITE D STATE S DISTR ICT COUR T
SOUTHE RN DISTRIC T O F OHIO
PROBAT ION O FFICE

Febru ary 23, 1993
U. s . Senten cing Comm ission
One Colum bus Circle , N. E., Suite 2 - 500
Washi ngton , D. c. 20002- 8002
Atten tion: Public Inform ation
Dear Judge Wilkin s
Attach ed hereto are perso nal comme nts regard ing certai n propos
ed
guide line amend ments. I have writte n a separ ate docum ent for
each
of the issues on which I comme nted . Under stand that the comme
nts
provid ed are only my own and are not repre senta tive of this agency
or the Court for which I work.
Thank you for
amend ments.

the

oppor tunity

Since rely

David E. Mi l ler, Deputy Chief
U. S. Proba tion Offic er

to

comme nt

on

the

propos ed

•

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUT HERN DISTRICT OF OHIO
PROBATIO N OFFICE

746 U.S. POST OFFICE
AND COURT HOUSE
5th AND MAIN STREET
CINCINNATI 45202·3980

***MEMORANDUM***
DATE:

2/23/93

RE:

29 and 30.

FROM:

David E. Miller, Deputy Chief
U. S . Probation Officer

TO:

U. S . Sentencing Commission
Public Information

I ssue s for ·comment .

its effort to learn and correctly apply the guidelines the

/f probation system generally has been reluctant t o attempt to find,

justify and recommend departures. We were driven by a mentality of
" doing
it
right",
meaning
t e chnically
c orrect
gu ideli ne
appli ca tion. This attitude h as . become practic e to the e x tent the
Courts follow the lead of probat ion officers.

•

•

The system does n eed to loosen up and recognize the importance of
the use of sound , reasoned and rational departures. The Cornmisson
should look carefully at all of its departure language and
determine if adjustments can be made to permit a more liberal
r eading which might e na b le Courts great er freedom to depar t .
The original plan of the Commission to observe common practices of
the Courts over time; to monitor departures , and to propose
amendments con sistent with those findings i s still good logic . I
am not sure the vast number of g u i d e l ine amendments have met that
standard her etofore .
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State Chapters
Alabama
Alaska
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Issue Chapters

CITIZENS UNITED FOR REHABILITATION OF ERRANTS
"A National Effort lo Reduce Crime Through Criminal Justice Reform"

PUBLIC COMMENT OF CHARLES SULLIVAN TO THE
UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION
very strongly opposes "in an exceptional case ,
such conduct may provide a basis for an upward
departure" (amendment to Commentary to lBl. 3) .
CURE

through
crime
reducing
to
dedicated
is
CURE
rehabilitation. One of the first steps in this process is the
perception by the person convicted that "the system" is fair .
When the potential is there in the Guidelines to use
then I believe the
acauitted conduct to enhance
system will be perceived as "rigged" .
in my opinion , this proposed amendment goes
In fact ,
against the very spirit of the confirmation hearings of the
first commissioners that were conducted in 1985 by Sen.
Charles Mathias , the Republican from Maryland .

CURE·ENOUGH (Ex-oHenders Need
Opponunotoes. Understandong . Guodance •
and Help)
CURE For Veterans
CURE·SORT (Sex OHenders Restored
Through
Federal Proson Chapter o! CURE
HOPE (Help OU< Pnsone13 E.otrst) ol CURE
Ltfe-Long/CURE

I sha l l never forget Sen. Mathias asking the commissionappointees " to raise their ha nds " if they had ever spent time
in jail. For those who had not , he encouraged them to visit
the jails and prisons .

Affiliates

By this exercise , Sen. Mathias was encouraging a word
Sen. Mathias was
that is almost non - existent today , " mercy".
indirectly telling the Commission that their attitude should
be one of coming down of the side of reducing (not enhancing)
the sentence whenever appropriate !

Creatoons (Nonh Carolina)
lnSA<!.Out Cotozens Unoted for
Pnson Reform. Inc (CMnec1ocut)
Middle Ground (Arrzona)
Justoce lllltoatoves of Rhode Islan d

Public Official Sponsors

CO·HI)
Sen. Daniel K.
Sen. Dave Ourenberger (R·MN)
(O·IA)
Sen. Tom
Sen. James M. Jellords (R.VT)
Sen. C taoborne Pelt (O·RI)
Cong. Howard L. Berman (O.CA)
Cong. John Bryant CO·TX)
Cong. Wolloam 1.. Clay (O·MO)
Cong. Bob Clement (O·TN)
Cong. RMald 0 . Coleman (O·TX)
Cong. John CMyers. Jr (0-MIJ
Cong Ronald v OePums (O.CA)
Cong. Lane Evans (D·IL)
Cong Manon Frost CO·TX)
"" Lewos (0-GA)
>rman Y M oneta CO.CA)
nes P Moran. Jr (O·VA)
...,Stance Morena (R·MO)
•
Cong. Chartes 8 Rangeo (O·NY)
Cong. Boll Sarparous (O·TX)
Cong. Lou•se M Slaughter (O·NY)
(O.CA)
Cong Fonney (Peter
Cong. Louos Stokes ID·OH)
Cong Cra og A Washongton (O·TX)

I encourage you to support the 33
In the same way,
drug sentences
reduce
would
proposed ame ndments that
especially the one that would .eliminate the weight of the
carrier in LSD cases.
have attached a copy of a recent
In this regard, I
letter that we have received . I have removed the name since
we are not certain if he wants his name to be known .
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